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Foreword

By.Chuck.Wexler

This.report.is.not.the.first.that.PERF.has.
published.on. the. topic.of. the.economic.crisis. that.
has.been.impacting.police.departments.since.2008..
In. January. 2009,. we. conducted. a. survey. of. police.
departments. and. found. that. nearly. two-thirds. of.
them.were.already.preparing.plans.for.an.overall.cut.
in.their.funding.for.the.next.fiscal.year..And.we.pro-
duced.a.report.with.the.title,.Violent Crime and the 
Economic Crisis: Police Chiefs Face a New Challenge.

Over.the.last.23.months,.there.has.been.a.grow-
ing. discussion. about. whether. a. “new. normal”. is.
being. imposed. on. police. agencies,. about. whether.
budget.cuts.are.causing.permanent.changes.in.how.
we.do.our.business..Thus,.the.title.of.this.new.report:.
Is the Economic Downturn Fundamentally Changing 
How We Police?

So. this. report. does. not. just. tell. a. story. about.
yesterday..Now.we.are.telling.a.story.about.yester-
day,.today,.and.tomorrow..

The. basic. facts. reflect. a. harsh. reality.. A. new.
survey.that.we.conducted.in.September.2010.found.
that.slightly.more.than.half.of.the.responding.police.
departments.suffered.cuts.in.their.total.funding.in.
the.2010.fiscal.year,.and.among.those.agencies,.the.
average.cut.was.7.percent..Furthermore,.59.percent.
of.those.departments.are.preparing.to.cut.their.bud-
gets.again.in.2011..Overall,.among.all.departments.
surveyed,.there.has.been.a.3-percent.decrease.in.the.
average.number.of.sworn.officers.

This.report.recounts.compelling.stories,.as.told.
by.police.chiefs.who.attended.a.Summit.we.held.in.
Washington.on.September.30,.2010,.of.what.those.
cuts.mean.in.terms.of.daily.police.operations..The.
cuts.mean.layoffs,.unpaid.furloughs,.reductions.in.
officer. training. and. in. the. development. of. tech-
nology,. elimination. of. special. units. such. as. gang.

and.drug.units,.and.other.ways.of.reaching.budget.
targets.

The. cover. photos. for. this. report. are. meant. to.
suggest. some. of. the. cuts. that. have. been. made. or.
may.be.looming.in.various.departments—mounted.
units,.helicopters,.etc.

It. seems. to. me. that. a. big. part. of. this. conver-
sation.is.that.today’s.police.chiefs.have.to.think.in.
terms.of.ensuring.that.every.aspect.of.their.opera-
tions. contributes. to. their. overall. goals.. They. have.
to.ask.themselves,.do.I.absolutely.need.a.narcotics.
unit?.Do.I.need.a.mounted.unit?.Can.we.continue.
to. deploy. school. resource. officers?. Does. it. make.
sense. to. cut. civilian. police. positions. instead. of.
sworn.officers?.Or.will.I.just.end.up.having.sworn.
officers.doing.the.work.that.the.civilians.used.to.do?

Budget-cutting. decisions. often. have. these.
kinds. of. unintended. consequences.. We. know. of.
one.department.that.lost.millions.of.dollars.in.fed-
eral. funding. that. was. targeted. toward. cities. with.
increasing. crime. problems—because. the. depart-
ment. had. laid. off. the. civilian. whose. job. included.
gathering.the.required.crime.statistics.

But. even. though. budget-cutting. can. result. in.
false. economies. and. real. damage. to. police. opera-
tions,.I.think.our.best.approach.is.to.try.to.see.it.in.
a.positive.light.as.much.as.we.can..At.a.time.when.
taxpayers.are.struggling,.tax.assessments.are.drop-
ping,.and.all.branches.of.government.are.under.the.
knife,. we. have. a. responsibility. to. the. public—and.
to. ourselves—to. stand. back. and. look. for. ways. in.
which. we. can. be. more. efficient.. It. can. be. healthy.
to.go. through.everything.we.do.and.see. if. all.our.
operations.fit.together.and.are.consistent.with.our.
overall.mission..There.may.be.elements.that.can.be.
consolidated,.reduced,.or.eliminated..
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As. Philadelphia. Police. Commissioner. and.
PERF. President. Chuck. Ramsey. said,. “Sometimes.
the.cops.may.be.doing.good.work,.but.it’s.not.neces-
sarily.what.you.need.them.to.do..People.need.to.be.
on.the.same.sheet.of.music.”.This.can.be.especially.
true.in.large,.complex.departments.

Chiefs.at.our.Summit.also. told.us. that.budget.
cuts. sometimes. provide. an. opportunity. to. make.
changes.they.have.wanted.to.make,.but.which.were.
politically.untenable.when.the.economy.was.stron-
ger..As.Newark,.NJ.Police.Director.Garry.McCarthy.
put. it,.“The.stress.of.the.economic.crisis. is.chang-
ing.things..There.is.no.longer.any.room.for.sacred.
cows.”

The. chiefs. who. attended. our. Summit. talked.
about. the. “big. picture”—where. we. go. from. here..
Years.from.now,.will.we.look.back.at.2008.as.the.year.
that. everything. in. policing. changed?. Are. we. dis-
mantling.the.very.elements.of.policing.that.resulted.
in.the.massive.reductions.in.crime.since.the.1990s?.
Or.are.we.just.starting.a.process.of.establishing.new.
definitions.of.success.in.policing?

On.the.big-picture.questions,.we.benefited.from.
the.perspectives.of.several.academics.who.came.to.
our.Summit,.in.particular.George.Kelling,.who.has.
been.one.of.the.leading.police.researchers.since.the.
1970s,.when.he.became.famous.for.developing.the.
“broken.windows”.thesis.and.other.landmark.stud-
ies..Dr..Kelling.cautioned.us.not.to.get.trapped.into.
having.our.success.measured.only.in.terms.of.crime.
rates—because.he.believes.that.crime.will.continue.
to.decline,.despite.budget.cuts..In.a.real.way,.police.
departments.are.victims.of.their.own.success..They.
have. become. so. efficient. at. reducing. crime,. they.
can.do.it.with.fewer.officers,.Kelling.said..Thus,.we.

should.emphasize.all.of.the.other.work.that.police.
do.in.addition.to.reducing.crime—things.like.main-
taining. a. sense. of. justice. in. our. communities. on.
sensitive.issues.like.race.and.immigration.

We. also. heard. from. Tommy. Nee. and. Sean.
Smoot,. two. of. the. most. outspoken. police. union.
leaders.in.this.country,.who.reminded.us.to.always.
keep.in.mind.that.from.the.perspective.of.a.police.
officer,.budget.cuts.can.be.very.brutal..Being.a.police.
officer.is.not.like.most.other.jobs..Every.day.when.
police.officers.put.on.their.uniform.and.report.for.
duty,.they.know.that.they.are.putting.their.lives.at.
risk. in. order. to. protect. people. who. in. most. cases.
are.complete.strangers.to.them..Most.people.count.
themselves. fortunate. if. they. enjoy. their. work. and.
feel.a.certain.level.of.commitment.to.their.jobs..But.
police.officers,.because.of.the.deadly.risks.they.face.
every. day,. have. a. commitment. that. is. a. quantum.
level.higher..

So. officers. understandably. may. take. it. harder.
when. the. commitment. is. not. mutual,. when. the.
public.essentially.says,.“Times.are.tough;.we’re.OK.
with. laying. off. cops. or. cutting. their. pay.”. It. must.
seem.like.a.real.slap.in.the.face.after.they.have.put.
their.lives.on.the.line.

I. encourage. you. to. read. this. report. carefully..
The.large.bulk.of.it.is.simply.stories.from.the.experi-
enced.police.chiefs.and.others.who.have.been.deal-
ing.with.budget-cutting.every.day. for. the. last. two.
years..They.shared.many.nuts-and-bolts.tips.about.
how.to.minimize.the.damage.to.your.department,.
and. more. importantly,. they. offered. their. perspec-
tives.about.staying.on.top.of.the.long-term.dynam-
ics.that.may.be.producing.an.entirely.new.model.for.
policing.in.the.United.States.
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Most.Police.Agencies.Surveyed
Received.Fewer.Dollars..

in.2010.than.in.2009

PERF’s. September. 2010. survey. of. police.
agencies.uncovered.significant.cutbacks.in.most.de-
partments.across.the.country.1.These.cuts.reflected.
a.worsening.of.the.situation.that.PERF.found.when.
it.did.a.similar.survey.in.January.2009.

Specifically,.the.new.survey.found.that:

•. A. slight. majority. of. responding. agencies,. 51.
percent,. reported. that. their. budgets. had. been.
reduced.between.the.2009.and.2010.fiscal.years..
Among.those.departments,.the.average.dollar.cut.
was.7.percent.

•. Among. those. departments. whose. budgets. were.
cut. in.2010,.59.percent.said.they.were.also.pre-
paring.to.cut.their.budgets.again.in.FY.2011.

•. Among. all. responding. departments,. there. was.
a. 3-percent. decrease. in. the. average. number. of.
sworn. police. officers. between. FY. 2009. and. FY.
2010.. There. was. also. a. 1-percent. drop. in. the.
number.of.civilian.employees..

Police. agencies. responding. to. the. survey. pro-
vided.details.about.actions.they.already.had.taken.
to.reduce.spending.in.terms.of.personnel.changes..
For.example,.two.out.of.three.agencies.had.reduced.
overtime. spending.. (Cuts. in. police. overtime. can.
be.more.significant.than.might.be.generally.appar-
ent,.because.police.departments.often.use.overtime.
as.an.efficient.way.to.meet.their.minimum.staffing.
requirements.. The. need. for. officers. at. any. given.
time.can.vary.significantly;.for.example,.policing.a.
major.sporting.or.political.event.or.responding.to.a.
spike. in.crime.can.require. temporary. increases. in.
the.number.of.officers.on.the.street..Overtime.can.
help. to.meet. those.needs.without. resorting. to. the.
hiring.of.additional.full-time.officers.)

1..Of.1,311.sent.surveys,.608.agencies.responded,.a.46-percent.
response.rate..This.is.a.relatively.low.response.rate.for.PERF.
surveys;.numerous.agencies.responded.that.they.were.unable.

to.complete.the.14-page.survey.because.of.staffing.shortages.
caused.by.budget.cuts.

Figure 1. Impacts on Personnel

HAS yOUR DEPARTmENT: yES

Cut overtime spending? 66%

Eliminated or reduced police 
employee salary increases?

58%

Imposed a hiring freeze for  
sworn positions? 

43%

Imposed a hiring freeze for  
civilian positions?

43%

Reduced staffing levels  
through attrition? 

36%

Laid off employees? 22%

Implemented unpaid furloughs? 16%

Detroit Chief Ralph Godbee
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Changes in policy or practices: Budget. cut-
backs.also.are.affecting.police.policies.and.practices..
For.example,.two-thirds.of.the.responding.depart-
ments. reported. that. they. had. reduced. or. discon-
tinued.training.programs,.and.more.than.half.said.
they. have. cut. back. or. eliminated. plans. to. acquire.
technology:

Cuts in services: Nearly.half.of.the.responding.
agencies.said.that.budget.cuts.have.already.caused.
or. will. cause. changes. in. police. services. in. their.
community:.

One agency in 4 expects to shrink: When.
PERF.asked.police.executives.whether.they.expect.
to.have.fewer.officers.on.the.street.a.year.from.the.
time.they.completed.the.survey,.most.either.said.no.
or.declined.to.make.a.prediction..But.a.significant.
minority,.26.percent,. said. they.did.expect. to.have.
fewer.officers.

Figure 2. Impacts on Policies

HAS yOUR DEPARTmENT? yES

Reduced out-of-town travel? 72%

Reduced or discontinued training? 68%

Considered increasing fees for  
police services? 

60%

Cut back or eliminated plans  
to acquire technology? 

55%

Discontinued special units  
(e.g., gang, traffic enforcement)?

38%

Implemented or considered a tax 
increase to avoid police service cuts? 

35%

Discontinued take-home cars? 31%

Richmond, CA Chief 
Chris Magnus

Figure 3. Providing Fewer Services

47% of responding police chiefs said that 
services in their community have declined 
or will decline due to budget cuts.

8% of departments are no longer responding 
to all motor vehicle thefts. 

9% of departments are no longer responding 
to all burglar alarms.

14% of departments are no longer responding 
to all non-injury motor vehicle accidents.

Las Vegas Deputy Chief 
Gary Schofield
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Pensions: Responding. agencies. split. fairly.
evenly. when. asked. whether. they. agree. with. the.
statement,. “Maintaining. contributions. for. police.
pensions. is. becoming. a. serious. problem.”. Of. the.
agencies.that.responded,.35.percent.agreed,.37.per-
cent.disagreed,.and.28.percent.were.neutral.

Priorities: A. very. large. majority. of. police.
executives,.91.percent,.believe.that.laying.off.sworn.
officers.should.be.the.absolute.last.resort.for.mak-
ing. budget. cuts,. even. if. it. means. cutting. training,.
equipment,.or.technology..However,. this. is.a.diffi-
cult.priority.to.maintain.when.budgets.must.be.cut,.
because.personnel.costs.often.account.for.80.to.90.
percent.or.more.of.a.police.department’s.budget,.so.
there.is.little.room.to.make.cuts.elsewhere.

Major.news.media.outlets.reported.on.PERF’s.
new.survey.when.it.was.released.on.September.30,.
and.continue.to.cite.it.in.order.to.give.national.per-
spective. to. stories.about.budget.cuts. in. individual.
police.departments.2

2..See,.for.example,.“Police.chiefs.feel.pinch.of.budget.cuts,”.
Washington.Post,.Sept..30,.2010..http://www.washingtonpost.
com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/09/29/AR2010092907702.

html..Also.“Dwindling.Budgets.Have.Police.Departments.
Worried,”.National.Public.Radio,.Oct..3,.2010..http://www.npr.
org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=130302971

Figure 4. Opinions about Priorities

Sworn officer positions should be the last thing cut.

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE

91% 2% 7%

I would cut some sworn positions to maintain critical 
elements of my training budget.

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE

10% 16% 74%

I would cut some sworn positions to allow for the 
acquisition and/or maintenance of equipment/technology.

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE

6% 14% 80%

I would cut non-sworn positions before any sworn ones.

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE

56% 20% 24%

Oakland, CA Chief 
Tony Batts
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At. PERF’s. Summit. on. the. economy,. held.
September.30,.2010.in.Washington,.D.C.,.more.than.
120. police. executives,. federal. officials,. academics,.
and. other. experts. shared. information. about. how.
the.economic.crisis.has.affected.their.departments..
Following.is.a.sampling.of.their.remarks:

Newark, NJ Police Director Garry McCarthy:

Budget Cuts Are Resulting in  
More Violent Crime
We.are.preparing.to.lay.off.167.police.officers..We’re.
also.demoting.108.supervisors,.and.211.civilians.are.
being. separated. from. the. agency.. It’s. unfortunate,.
because.we’ve.had.a.lot.of.success.over.the.last.few.
years. in. reducing. crime. in. Newark.. And. we. were.
way.behind. the.curve..The.per-capita.murder.rate.
in.Newark.when.I.got.there.in.2006.was.one-third.
higher.than.the.worst.year.that.New.York.City.ever.
had.since.1990..It’s.a.critical.issue.because.we’re.los-
ing.the.gains.that.we.made..

You.can.only.be.as.efficient.as.you.can.be..This.
year,. I.had.almost.a.10-percent.cut. in.my.budget..
We.were.able.to.achieve.that.by.collapsing.bureaus,.
eliminating. jobs,. taking. away. detective. stipends,.
moving.people.out.of.positions.that.weren’t.crime-
fighting. positions. and. putting. them. back. in. uni-
form.on.patrol.

Chuck Wexler: But won’t people say this is good, 
that government is being forced to cut the fat?

Director McCarthy: It.wasn’t.fat.that.we.had.to.
cut;.it.was.effective.crime.reduction.strategies..This.
year,.coming.in.to.2011,.we.were.tasked.with.cut-
ting. another. 12. percent. out. of. our. budget,. which.
represents.$17.million..We.were.able.to.knock.out.
another. $6. million. by. cutting. out. our. traffic. divi-
sion,.our.mounted.unit,.our.helicopter,.everything..
That.left.us.$11.million.short,.and.that.$11.million.
is.represented.in.the.167.layoffs,.the.demotions.and.
pay. cuts. for. all. 108. captains,. lieutenants. and. ser-
geants,.and.the.layoffs.of.more.than.200.civilians.

Wexler: Is there anything you can do to prevent 
the layoffs? 

Director McCarthy: One. of. the. things. that.
we’re.doing. is.eliminating. the.rank.of.Captain..So.
we. got. some. back-channel. communication. from.
the. Superior. Officers. Association,. saying,. “What.
can.we.do?.Let’s.figure.out.a.way.to.help.out.”.But.
the.FOP.Board.is.unfazed.by.it..They’re.saying,.“Do.
what.you.have.to.do,.you.guys.are.under.contract.”.
They’re. not. interested. in. coming. to. the. table.. Of.
course. the. union. has. the. right. to. say,. “Look,. you.

Police.Executives.Describe.the.
Impact.of.Budget.Cuts

Newark, NJ Police Director 
Garry McCarthy
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guys.signed.the.contract,.that’s.tough.”.But.I.think.
it’s.ridiculous.that.we.can’t.save.these.kids.who.are.
being.laid.off..I.think.it’s.a.tragedy,.because.we’re.just.
getting.traction.in.the.city.on.crime,.and.we’re.los-
ing.it.now..We.had.four.consecutive.years.of.shoot-
ing.reductions.and.murder.reductions,.but.now.my.
shootings.are.up.for.the.year,.and.my.murder.rate.is.
up.for.the.year.

Philadelphia Commissioner Charles Ramsey:

We Expect to Be Down 200 People in a Year
Basically. we. have. a. freeze. on. civilian. employees..
However,.if.there.is.a.critical.position.vacant,.I.can.
argue.to.get.that.one.filled..Recently.our.lab.direc-
tor. retired,. for. example,. and. I. sent. in. a. request.
to.fill. that.position.. It.went. to. the.mayor.and.was.
approved,.but.otherwise.there’s.a.freeze..

My. last. two. academy. classes. have. been. can-
celled,.and.there.are.no.plans.to.bring.anyone.in.the.
academy.anytime. in. the.near. future,. certainly.not.

in.this.fiscal.year..So.with.our.rate.of.attrition,.we.
should.be.down.over.200.people.by.this.time.next.
year..

Los Angeles Assistant Chief Michel Moore:

Officers Are Doing Some Civilian Functions
We’re.down.about.600.civilian.positions..We.had.a.
high.of.about.3,500,.and.we’re.now.about.2,900..All.
of.our.civilians.get.temporary.furloughs,.but.not.our.
sworn.staff,.so.there’s.a.bit.of.a.morale.issue.because.
some.parts.of.the.organization.are.taking.a.heavier.
hit. than. others.. We’ve. been. able. to. hire. criminal-
ists.because.of.our.sexual.assault.backlog..But.oth-
erwise.with.this.pullback.in.civilians.in.the.rest.of.
the.Department,.we’re.back.to.the.staffing.levels.we.
had. about. five. to. seven. years. ago.. We’re. trying. to.
eliminate.or.curtail.some.of.the.civilian.functions,.
because. we. don’t. want. to. take. sworn. officers. and.
put. them. in. these.civilian.positions..But. there.are.
key.functions.that.civilians.provide,.so.at.times.our.
officers.have. to.pick.up. the. slack,.which. is.not.an.
effective.use.of.them.

Baltimore Commissioner Fred Bealefeld:

Managing Internal Rifts Is a Balancing Act
We. also. have. these. rifts. between. the. ranks.. Our.
more.serious.staffing.shortages.are.in.the.uniformed.
patrol.division..And.so.when.you.talk.to.union.guys.
or.the.rank.and.file,.they’re.pushing.radio.cars..They.
have. a. solution:. disband. the. warrant. apprehen-
sion.task.force.or.the.plainclothes.detective.squads,.

upper left: 
Philadelphia 
Commissioner 
Charles Ramsey

far left:  
Los Angeles 
Assistant Chief 
Michel Moore

left: Baltimore 
Commissioner  
Fred Bealefeld
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and.put.them.back.in.uniform,.and.the.situation.is.
solved..So.internally.there.are.these.splits.between.
the. “haves”. and. the. “have-nots.”. Last. year,. our.
union.traded.a.work.schedule. for.patrol.members.
for.furlough.days,.but.the.detectives.didn’t.experi-
ence. those. furloughs.. Patrol. officers’. morale. is. at.
all-time.lows..So.we.challenge.ourselves.to.find.and.
cultivate. the. most. highly-motivated. people. to. go.
out.and.do.some.of.these.heavy-lifting.operations..
It’s.a.very,.very.delicate.balancing.act.

Illinois State Police Director Jonathon Monken:

Cutting a Special Unit Brought a  
Spike in Highway Deaths
Out.of.a.$450-milliion.budget,.we’ve.been.cut.about.
$40. million. over. the. last. two. years.. I. started. with.
nearly.2,200.officers.when.I.came. in.at. the.begin-
ning.of.2009,.and.we.project.we’ll.be.at.about.1,750.
at.the.end.of.the.next.fiscal.year..So.we’re.going.to.
lose.more.than.20.percent.of.our.operational.sworn.
force. to. retirements. without. the. cadet. classes. to.
replace. them.. And. on. the. civilian. side,. the. only.
exception.we’ve.seen.in.budget-cutting.is.for.foren-
sic. scientists,. because. we. can. get. funding. for. that.
from. federal. grant. programs.. Forensics. is. an. area.
where. the. public. outcry. is. significant. because. of.
backlogs.in.crime.labs..

As.a.state.police.agency,.we.look.at.traffic.fatali-
ties. as. one. way. to. gauge. how. we’re. performing..
About.five.years.ago.we.were.at.nearly.1,450.fatali-
ties.a.year,.and.last.year.was.the.first.year.in.88.years.
that.we.were.below.1,000.deaths..This.year.we.had.

to. cut. two-thirds. of. our. motorcycle. enforcement.
bureau.to.send.the.personnel.back.to.district.patrol..
During.the.three.months.following.this.change.we.
had.78.more.fatal.crashes.than.the.previous.year.for.
the.same.time.period..We.attribute.this.spike.in.part.
because. those. motorcycle. units. were. solely. dedi-
cated. to. highway. safety.. But. we. can’t. bring. them.
back;.the.bikes.are.gone.and.the.officers.have.been.
reassigned.

I. know. that. to. every. local. police. department,.
we’re.a.support.department..That’s.what.we.do,.we’re.
a.support.agency..And.our.specialty.units.are.getting.
called. more. than. ever. now,. because. local. depart-
ments.have.to.drop.their.specialty.units,.whether.it’s.
special.narcotics.units,.crime.scene.investigators,.all.
these.additional.jobs..So.we’re.getting.more.calls.for.
those.types.of.things,.and.I’m.trying.to.answer.that.
question:. Do. we. focus. the. resources. on. specialty.
units.or.on.patrol?.

Glendale, AZ Chief Steve Conrad:

Laying Off Civilians  
Increases Burden on Patrol
We. did. away. with. a. telephone. reporting. unit. and.
some.civilian.accident.investigators..When.we.elim-
inate.civilian.positions,.we.haven’t.put. sworn.offi-
cers.into.those.positions..But.what.we.have.found.is.
that.the.work.has.shifted.back.onto.patrol..So.we’re.
down.about.10.percent. in.our.number.of.officers,.
and.they’re.doing.more.work.because.we’ve.lost.that.
civilian.support.

right: Illinois State 
Police Director 
Jonathon Monken

far right: Glendale, 
AZ Chief Steve Conrad
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Chicago Superintendent Jody Weis 
And Philadelphia Commissioner Chuck Ramsey:

Unpaid Furloughs for Command Staff 
Can Cause Problems 
Chuck Wexler: Unpaid furloughs—Jody, this is an 
issue for you, right? It’s a problem because the fur-
loughs and loss of pay only apply to the “exempt” 
employees, which is your top staff who are appointed, 
correct?

Superintendent Weis: Yes.. This. has. been. in.
place.the.past.couple.of.years..We.had.12.furlough.
days. in. ’09,.24. this.past.year,.and.we.will.have.24.
again. for. 2011.. The. problem. that. this. has. caused.
is. severe. pay. compression.. Captains. end. up. earn-
ing.more.than.deputy.superintendents..Lieutenants.
make. more. than. the. commanders. that. command.
them..In.fact,.some.of.the.senior.sergeants,.with.sig-
nificant.overtime,.will.make.more.than.their.com-
manders.. So. in. some. ways. it’s. counterproductive,.
because.high-level.people.that.we.count.on.to.work.
very. hard. and. serve. as. leaders. during. large-scale.
events.are.being.required.to.take.time.off.

Wexler: They can’t volunteer to work without 
pay?

Superintendent Weis: No,. it’s. supposedly.
a. legal. liability. issue.. Our. legal. department. has.
opined. that. if. you. are. working. on. an. unpaid. fur-
lough.day,.you.may.be.found.to.be.outside.the.scope.
of.your.employment.if.something.bad.happens..No.
one.wants.to.be.in.that.trick-bag..

The.other.problem.is.that.most.of.these.exempt.
employees. earn. a. lot. of. vacation. time. each. year..

There.are.limits.on.vacation.days.that.you.can.carry.
over.from.one.year.to.the.next..I.was.able.to.increase.
that.amount,.but.when.you.are.losing.10.percent.of.
your.pay,.human.nature.kicks.in.and.does.not.make.
losing. vacation. days. a. viable. option.. So. you. have.
senior.level.folks.feeling.very.strongly.about.taking.
their.vacation.time,.and.I.really.can’t.blame.them..
So.you.start.adding.up.the.days.away.from.the.job,.
and. it. becomes. significant.. At. the. end. of. the. day,.
the. work. has. to. get. done.. And. the. folks. who. feel.
this.the.most.are.those.at.the.lowest.end.of.the.food.
chain,.the.civilians.not.covered.by.a.union..They.fall.
under.the.same.rules.as.me,.and.it.is.fundamentally.
unfair.for.these.individuals.to.have.to.take.this.type.
of.financial.hit..

Wexler: Does this apply to other agencies in Chi-
cago, like the Fire Department? 

Superintendent Weis: Yes,.anyone.who.is.non-
union.would.have.to.take.that..Even.the.mayor.took.
a.10-percent.pay.cut..

Wexler: Chuck Ramsey, if I’m not mistaken, you 
don’t have this problem in Philadelphia. Aren’t most 
of your command staff in the union?

Commissioner Charles Ramsey: Yes,.the.FOP.
covers.all. sworn.members.up.through.the.rank.of.
Chief. Inspector..So. the.only. sworn.members.who.
are. not. covered. by. the. union. are. myself. and. the.
eight.deputy.commissioners..We.were.all.given.fur-
loughs.in.’08.and.’09,.five.days..All.they.did,.though,.
was.deduct.it.from.our.salary.and.the.furlough.days.
became.days.you.could.just.take.off..We.didn’t.have.
the.issue.of.people.not.coming.to.work.because.they.
wouldn’t.be.protected.legally..

Wexler: These are two big departments with big 
budgets, right? Jody, Chuck, what are your budgets? 

Superintendent Weis:.$1.28.billion.
Commissioner Ramsey:.$534.million.
Wexler: So this furloughing doesn’t amount to a 

hill of beans, does it? How much? 

Chicago Superintendent 
Jody Weis
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Superintendent Weis: About.$3.million.
Commissioner Ramsey:. Not. much. at. all,.

$30,000.or.$40,000.
Wexler: How do you get to the big numbers in 

making budget cuts?
Commissioner Ramsey: Primarily. through.

attrition..We.were.going. to. lay.off.an.entire.acad-
emy.class,.and.fortunately.were.able. to.avoid.that..
I’d.rather.have.it.happen.through.attrition.than.have.
to.lay.people.off..We.went.the.route.of.just.not.filling.
positions,. and. even. though. it’s. hurting. us. in. a. lot.
of.ways,.it’s.still.better.than.having.to.lay.off.police.
officers.

Atlanta Chief George Turner:

Furloughs Hurt Officers’ Morale
Chuck Wexler: George, I think yours may have been 
one of the first departments in the country that had 
to furlough people.

Chief Turner: It.happened.in.our.FY08-09.bud-
get..And.it.was.a.very.difficult.process,.as.everyone.
else.has.been.saying.this.morning..We.lost.morale.
and. some. officers. just. basically. shut. down.. But. at.
the. same. time,. crime. dropped,. and. the. adminis-
tration.at.the.time.felt.pretty.comfortable.with.the.
decision.that.was.made..It.required.much.debate.by.
the.Mayor.and.Council.to.end.the.furloughs.in.July.
2009.

Wexler: The furlough was 1 day every 14 days?
Chief Turner: Yes,.and.it.wasn’t.only.police.offi-

cers,.it.was.the.entire.city.government.
Wexler: But crime was going down. Could that 

have been just a statistical artifact, in the sense that 
you had fewer police officers to take crime reports? 

Chief Turner: That.was.one.of.the.analyses.that.
was.brought.to.us..We.had.what.we.called.blackout.
periods,.where.we.had.calls.for.service.pending.and.
an.officer.was.not.available. to.respond..And.these.

blackout.periods. increased.during. the. time.of. the.
furloughs.. We. were. able. to. provide. that. informa-
tion.to.the.council.and.to.the.administration,.and.
to. argue. that. we. needed. to. reduce. those. blackout.
periods.

Phoenix Chief Jack Harris: 

We’re Avoiding Layoffs by  
Holding Positions Vacant
Like.many.agencies.across.the.country,.Phoenix.has.
experienced. significant. budget. reductions. in. the.
past.few.years.as.a.result.of.the.economic.recession..
We’ve.also.been.fortunate.to.be.among.those.agen-
cies.that.have.bucked.the.trend.of.increasing.crime.
rates. which. are. often. linked. to. economic. slumps..
In. the. past. three. years,. Phoenix. has. experienced.
double-digit. reductions. in. crime,. with. the. most.
dramatic.decreases.recorded.in.2009,.and.so.far.this.

top: Atlanta Chief George Turner

bottom: Phoenix Chief Jack Harris 
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year.crime.has.continued.to.drop..While.reductions.
have.been.recorded.in.all.reported.violent.and.prop-
erty.crime.categories,.the.most.notable.decrease.has.
been.in.the.number.of.homicide.incidents,.which.is.
down.32.percent.compared.to.the.same.period.last.
year..In.addition.to.crime,.we’ve.also.experienced.a.
steady. decrease. in. the. number. of. dispatched. calls.
for.service,.dropping.to.660,000.calls.last.year.com-
pared.to.750,000.calls.in.2007..

One.of.the.ways.we’ve.been.able.to.cut.our.bud-
get.without.resorting.to.layoffs.is.by.holding.posi-
tions.vacant..Right.now.we.have.400.vacant.sworn.
positions,. which. accounts. for. about. 11. percent. of.
our.authorized.strength..To.meet.our.budget.goals.
during. the. slowed. recovery,. hiring. is. not. planned.
to. resume. until. late. fiscal. year. 2013-14.. Between.
now.and.then,.we’re.projected.to.lose.another.200-.
300.sworn.positions. through.attrition..To.put. this.
in.perspective,. the. impact.of. the. recession.on.our.
sworn.staffing.will.effectively.set.us.back.by.about.
a. decade. because. by. the. time. we. are. able. to. start.
hiring,.our.sworn.staffing.levels.are.projected.to.be.
what.they.were.in.2003-2004..

Wexler: But Phoenix will feel the brunt of this in 
a few years, right? When the economy starts to come 
back, you’ll be hiring all at once. 

Chief Harris: Absolutely..A. few.years.ago,.we.
were.competing.with.other.law.enforcement.agen-
cies.across.the.country.for.qualified.recruits.and.it.
was.not.uncommon.for.our.Police.Academy.to.be.
running. five. classes. at. the. same. time.. Right. now,.
we. don’t. have. any. academy. classes. running. and.
we. haven’t. hired. any. sworn. positions. since. late.
2008..My.concern.is.that.when.the.economy.turns.
around,. it.will. take.many.years. just. to. restore.our.
staffing.levels.to.where.they.were.before.the.reces-
sion. hit.. And. if. the. population. rises,. or. if. crime.
increases.during.this.period,.it.will.pose.significant.
challenges.for.the.Department.

Naperville, IL Chief David Dial: 

Across-the-Board Cuts Have  
Changed the Department 
Naperville.is.a.suburb.located.about.35.miles.west.
of.Chicago..It.is.known.as.a.nice.place.to.live—great.
schools,. great. parks,. a. nice. residential. area,. and. a.
low. crime. rate.. We. have. always. been. pretty. tight.
with.our.budget.and.a.lean.staff..We.have.a.popula-
tion.of.145,000.people,.and.three.years.ago.we.had.
189.sworn.officers.

I’ve.been.the.chief.in.Naperville.for.20.years,.so.
I’ve.seen.a.lot.of.change..The.city.has.grown.from.a.
population. of. 85,000. to. 145,000. during. that. time..
The.police.department.has.implemented.countless.
new. programs. and. has. been. a. leader. in. commu-
nity.outreach.efforts..We’ve.added.school.resource.
officers,.a.very.active.gang.crimes.unit,.a.narcotics.
unit,. an. intelligence. unit,. and. a. nationally. recog-
nized.traffic.section.to.the.department..We.also.cre-
ated.a.neighborhood.resource.center.in.a.Section.8.
housing.complex.and.a.community.substation.in.a.
densely.populated.area..Until. about.3½.years.ago,.
our.department.grew.commensurate.with.the.com-
munity. and. we. had. enjoyed. unparalleled. support.
from.the.citizenry..

Then. the. economic. downturn. hit,. and. we.
started.with.some.layoffs.of.civilians.in.the.first.year,.
and.cutting.police.officers. through.attrition..Now,.
I’m. down. 28. employees. and. the. layoffs. of. sworn.
officers. have. begun.. We. cut. our. crime. prevention.
unit,.cut.some.SROs,.closed.our.front.desk.at.nights.

Naperville, IL Chief 
David Dial
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and.on.weekends.so.we.could.send.the.officers.out.
on.the.road,.reduced.our.gang.and.narcotics.unit,.
cut. our. records. staff,. cut. some. dispatchers,. cut.
a. property. and. evidence. tech,. cut. a. forensic. tech,.
cut. our. Citizens. Police. Academy,. reorganized. the.
department.to.deal.with.the.reductions.of.a.deputy.
chief.and.a.commander,.reduced.training,.overtime,.
and.patrol.staffing..

In. November. 2010,. I. had. to. lay. off. six. more.
cops.and.cut.two.additional.vacant.positions..These.
cuts.resulted.in.two.fewer.detectives,.five.less.patrol.
officers.and.one.less.patrol.sergeant..Our.authorized.
sworn. strength. is. now. down. to. 167,. which. is. 22.
fewer.than.it.was.just.24.months.ago..

The.general.mood.of.the.employees.is.fear.and.
anger.caused.by.a.very.real. fear.of.possibly. losing.
their.jobs,.and.a.feeling.that.the.support.they.once.
had.for.their.work.no.longer.exists..The.mood.has.
changed. dramatically.. They. believe. that. their. jobs.
were.important.to.our.community.and.that.the.loss.
of.these.officers.will.be.detrimental.to.public.safety..

North Charleston, SC Chief Jon Zumalt:

I’ve Tried to Help My Officers 
With Financial Counseling
The.cuts.started.happening.two.years.ago,.and.we’ve.
just.had.to.manage.it..It’s.bad.news..Three.times.a.
year. I. meet. with. every. employee,. and. I. bring. the.
news. to. them.. But. they. read. the. newspaper;. they.
already.know.what’s.going.on..

I. have. done. some. things. to. try. to. help. the.
employees.manage.the.threat.of.job.loss..I.brought.

in. financial. counselors. and. required. everyone. to.
go. through.financial.workshops,. so. they.won’t.get.
themselves.in.debt..These.kids.don’t.get.that.kind.of.
counseling.otherwise..We.also.brought.in.nutrition.
counselors.and.urged.the.officers.to.pack.their.own.
lunches.to.save.money,.and.gave.them.lunch.cool-
ers..We’ve.done.everything.we.can.think.of.to.help.
them.tighten.their.belts.and.to.show.we.care.about.
them.and.appreciate.what.they.do..I.think.this.helps.
keep. morale. up. during. tough. times.. Even. though.
calls.for.service.have.increased,.my.officers.are.also.
increasing. their. self-initiated. activities,. and. we’ve.
only.had.one.grievance. in. three.years..Our.work-
force.is.still.working.hard.and.getting.the.job.done.

Altegrity Security Consulting  
CEO William Bratton:

We Need a Long-Term Perspective  
On Crime Trends
The.budget.situation.in.Los.Angeles.was.never.very.
good;.we.had. to.fight. for. funding.every.year.dur-
ing.the.seven.years.I.was.there..We.did.benefit.from.
some.capital.investments,.with.16.new.police.facili-
ties..And.we.received.very.strong.support.from.the.
mayor. for. the. growth. of. almost. 10. percent. in. the.
size. of. the. department.. But. the. support. budgets.
never.kept.pace.with.that.growth.in.personnel.

What. Mike. Moore. just. described. to. you—the.
idea.of.a.12-percent.cut—the.impact.of.those.cuts.
will.not.be.felt.for.a.period.of.time..Overall.crime.
in.Los.Angeles.is.down.7½.percent.so.far.this.year..
My.own.prediction.for.LA.is.that.crime.will.not.go.

right: North 
Charleston, SC Chief 
Jon Zumalt
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Security Consulting 
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up.over.the.next.year.or.two..But.what.will.diminish.
is.a.lot.of.the.things.that.the.department.was.able.to.
do.with.those.1,000.additional.officers—things.like.
community.outreach.to.help.improve.race.relations.
in.the.city,.and.efforts.to.deal.with.gang.problems..
Gang.crime.is.down.almost.60.percent.over.the.last.
nine.years..

As.we.think.about.how.to.frame.this.discussion,.
I’d.like.to.mention.that.when.I.was.in.LA,.we.worked.
with.the.RAND.Corporation.in.assessing.the.eco-
nomic.impact.of.crime,.to.help.justify.the.increases.
in. the.police. force.. It.was.estimated.that. for.every.
homicide.we.prevented,.there.was.a.$4-million.pos-
itive.impact.on.the.city’s.economy..

Secondly,. we’re. taking. this. quick. snapshot. of.
the. budget. situation. and. crime. levels. right. now.
with.the.PERF.survey,.but.I’d.suggest.that.we.need.
at.least.a.five-year.view..In.fact,.to.get.a.good.per-
spective.you.have.to.go.back.20.years,.to.1990,.our.
worst.crime.year,.and.to.our.best.crime.years,.1999.
to.2000..We.need.to.think.about.long-term.trends.
in.crime.and.spending.on.police..The.snapshot.right.
now.is.unclear;.Los.Angeles.has.one.of.the.biggest.
budget.cuts,.but.is.still.seeing.some.of.the.most.sig-
nificant.crime.declines..This.can.be.hard.to.explain.
to.the.public.when.you’re.trying.to.justify.keeping.a.
budget.level.or.increasing.a.budget,.at.a.time.when.
crime. is. going. down.. We. need. to. look. at. larger,.
long-term.trends.

Schaumburg, IL Chief Brian Howerton:

We Have Contracted Out Internal Affairs
In.addition.to.what.everybody.else.has.been.men-
tioning,.one.of.the.things.that.we’ve.done.is.contract.
out. our. Office. of. Professional. Standards. to. a. pri-
vate.company.that’s.made.up.mostly.of.former.FBI.
agents..So.that’s.been.a.help;.in.any.formal.investi-
gations,.they.handle.it..We.also.contracted.out.our.
accreditation. manager,. as. we. headed. up. towards.

our.seventh.accreditation.with.CALEA..Because.we.
had.a.hiring.freeze.and.we.couldn’t.hire.an.accredi-
tation.manager,.we.contracted.with.an.accreditation.
manager.from.another.town.

Chuck Wexler: That’s fascinating that you’re 
contracting out internal affairs investigations. How is 
it working out? Is it a different kind of investigation?

Chief Howerton: There’s. some. anxiety. within.
the.unions,.because.this.company.does.a.very.thor-
ough. job.. I. think. it’s. a. more. independent. investi-
gation,. because. it’s. not. our. own. people. doing. the.
investigation..The.contractor.only.handles. investi-
gations.that.are.serious.enough.to.possibly.result.in.
a.suspension.of.three.days.or.more..If.it’s.less.signifi-
cant.than.that,.we.have.our.own.supervisors.handle.
it.

One.other.thing.that.we’ve.done.in.the.last.year.
is.get.an.ordinance.passed.on.lateral.hiring,.specifi-
cally.for.hiring.police.officers.who.were.laid.off.by.
other. departments,. based. on. seniority,. due. to. the.
economy..That.means.I.can.bring.on.police.officers.
who.have.already.been.certified.in.the.state.of.Illi-
nois,.and.I.don’t.have.to.send.them.to.the.Academy,.
I. don’t. have. to. pay. for. their. salary. while. they’re.
being.trained,.and.we.get.an.experienced.officer.on.
the. job.. In. the.past.we’ve.never.had.a. lateral.hire,.
because.my.feeling.was.that.I.didn’t.want.to.inherit.
someone.else’s.problems,.and.I.didn’t.want.to.steal.
other. departments’. police. officers.. But. now. we’re.
talking. about. officers. who. have. been. laid. off. by.
other.departments.strictly.because.of.the.economy,.

Schaumburg, IL Chief 
Brian Howerton
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so.I’m.not.stealing.them..This.let.me.hire.two.offi-
cers,.and.another.one.in.the.next.week,.so.that.gives.
us.three.experienced.officers.with.basically.no.cost.
for.the.hiring.process.

Montgomery County, MD Chief Tom Manger:

Cutting School Resource Officers Is a Shame
Wexler: Let me ask Tom Manger about Montgom-
ery County. You’ve had to make some cuts in special 
units, right? What do you think the impact is going 
to be?

Chief Manger: Well,.the.budget-cutting.discus-
sion.comes.down.to.the.two.most.critical.responsi-
bilities.we.have,.which.are. to.respond.to.911.calls.
and.investigate.crimes..Those.are.two.things.that.we.
can’t.outsource..So.then.we.started.looking.at.some.
of.the.things.that.are.good.to.do,.but.are.things.we.
weren’t. doing. 10. or. 15. years. ago.. And. the. school.
resource.officer.program. is.one.of. those. things.. If.
we. didn’t. have. officers. in. schools,. it. doesn’t. mean.
that.the.schools.aren’t.going.to.get.police.protection.
and.service;.we.just.do.it.in.a.way.that’s.not.as.effec-
tive..When.I.was.at.Fairfax.County.in.Virginia,.we.
built.the.SRO.program.up.to.having.a.police.officer.
in.every.high.school.and.every.middle.school..And.
I.think.it.totaled.probably.over.50.SROs.that.we.had.
deployed..I’ve.been.trying.to.do.the.same.thing.in.
Montgomery. County,. and. we. had. worked. up. to.
having. a. police. officer. in. every. high. school. and. a.
total.of.about.33.that.we.had.deployed..

But. we. just. couldn’t. maintain. it,. which. is. a.
shame,. because. we. won’t. have. the. relationships.
develop. between. the. school. principals. and. the.
police.officers,.between.the.students.and.those.offi-
cers..We.had.a.case.where.we.arrested.two.kids.who.
were.making.bombs,.and.we.prevented.that.because.
we.had.a.student.come.to.a.school.resource.officer.
and.say,.“Hey.listen,.you.need.to.know.about.some-
thing.that’s.going.on.”.We’ve.closed.burglaries;.we’ve.
closed.robberies;.we’ve.been.able.to.get. inroads.to.
gang.intelligence.because.the.SROs.were.right.there.
in.the.schools,.talking.to.these.kids..

Wexler: Jody, I don’t think you could cut the 
SROs in Chicago, could you? 

Superintendent Jody Weis: No,. we. could.
not.pull. those.officers.out..The.community.would.
not.allow.us.to.do.it..They.really.see.it.as.a.bridge.
between.the.school.and.law.enforcement,.and.we’ve.
also.had.some.pretty.good.success.stories.because.
of.the.interactions.with.those.officers.and.our.gang.
units.. So. we. just. couldn’t. make. a. cut. there.. The.
community. would. say,. “Take. it. from. somewhere.
else,.but.you.can’t.cut.the.school.officers.”.

Chief Manger: Yes,. our. PTAs. went. ballistic..
They. were. in. touch. with. the. elected. officials. and.
said,.“You.can’t.let.this.happen.”.But.the.fiscal.reali-
ties. were. such. that. the. elected. officials. threw. up.
their. hands. and. said,. “We. just. don’t. know. where.
else.we’re.going.to.cut.”

And.we.looked.at.the.calls.for.services,.and.the.
SROs. didn’t. respond. to. as. many. calls. for. service..
as.a.patrol.officer,.because.they.were.working.inside.
the.school..But.they.were.in.fact.responding.to.situ-
ations.. So. now. the. patrol. officers. who. work. the.
beats.where.high.schools.are.located.are.complain-
ing.every.day.about.the.fact.that.now.they.have.to.
go. into. the. high. schools. and. take. reports. on. the.
incidents. that. the. SROs. used. to. handle,. and. they.
hate.it.

Montgomery County, MD Chief 
Tom Manger
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Tulsa, Oklahoma Chief Chuck Jordan:

Federal Grants Have Helped Us
I.was.lucky.enough.to.come.in.as.a.new.chief,.a.new.
appointee.. We. were. looking. at. a. new. budget. with.
another.7.percent.in.cuts,.a.total.of.17.percent.since.
2009..Fortunately.we.had.federal.COPS.grants.and.
Justice. Assistance. Grants,. so. shortly. thereafter. we.
had.our.officers.back.and.had.our.helicopters.back.
in. the. air.. We. also. had. a. consultants’. study. being.
done.by.KPMG.that.I.was.concerned.about,.but.as.
it. turned. out,. they. recommended. that. other. city.
departments.be.cut.in.order.to.main.core.services—
which.was.the.Police.Department..So.that.worked.
to.our.advantage..And.the.FOP.lodge.has.been.very.
active.in.helping.us.in.a.positive.way,.so.I’d.say.we’re.
actually. kind. of. on. the. upswing.. We’re. looking. at.
the.possibility.of.an.Academy.around.the.first.of.the.
year.

We.were.fortunate.that.our.elected.officials.did.
strategic. thinking. about. our. city’s. core. services,.
and.we.were.able.to.convince.the.city.council.and.
the. mayor. that. policing. was. a. critical. function..
We’ve. also. experienced. crime. decreases,. and. we.
just. explained. that. what. the. Police. Department.
did. six. months. ago. or. two. years. ago. had. a. lot. to.
do. with. crime. going. down.. I. encourage. everyone.
to.have.very.candid.talks.with.your.unions..I.think.
most.unions.feel.that.at.some.point.in.recent.years,.
they’ve. been. lied. to. about. whether. money. was. or.
wasn’t.available..But.when.you.get.accurate.figures.
out.and.get. the.union.working.with.you,. it’s.more.
successful.

Minneapolis Chief Tim Dolan:

We Rethought Narcotics Enforcement
Chuck Wexler: Tim Dolan, you’ve gotten some press 
lately for “dismantling your narcotics unit.” But there’s 
more to the story. Can you explain what you did?

Chief Dolan:. We. had. a. number. of. units. that.
investigate. narcotics.. Every. precinct. has. a. plain-
clothes.group.that.handles.chronic.issues.and.does.
a. lot.of.narcotics.work..We.also.have.the.top-level.
work.going.on.at.the.task.force.level.with.the.fed-
eral.agents.and.so.forth..But.we.had.to.make.budget.
reductions,.and.the.bottom.line.when.we.looked.at.
narcotics. as. a. whole. was. that. we. weren’t. seeing. a.
lot.of.bang.for.our.buck.in.these.mid-level.narcot-
ics.arrests..Frankly,.people.get.more.prison.time.for.
a. misdemeanor. domestic. assault. than. a. narcotics.
felony..

I. also. had. union. issues. similar. to. what. Garry.
[McCarthy].was.talking.about..Narcotics.tradition-
ally.was.a.few.sergeants.with.mostly.patrol.officers..
As.we.were.flattening.the.organization,.I.started.get-
ting.a.bunch.of. “span.of. control”.grievances. from.
the.union,.trying.to.force.promotions,.including.all.
of.narcotics,.where. they.wanted.all.of. their.patrol.
officers. promoted. to. sergeant. positions.. And. that.
was.not.something.we.could.afford..So.there.are.a.
lot.of.variables.here..The.reality. is. that.we.figured.
we. had. adequate. resources. on. drugs. and. could.
shut.down.the.narcotics.unit..We’re.watching.those.
numbers.to.see.how.it.works..

far left: Tulsa Chief 
Chuck Jordan

left: Minneapolis 
Chief Tim Dolan
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Philadelphia Commissioner Charles Ramsey: 

Another Factor Is the Release of Inmates
I.think.we.in.policing.are.victims.of.the.success.we.
have.achieved.over. the. last.decade.or.so..We.have.
driven.crime.down.to.the.point.of.historic.lows.in.
many.cities..So.politically,.there.isn’t.the.same.pres-
sure. as. there. was. in. the. past. to. hold. on. to. police.
officers.. It’s. because. people. have. short. memories,.
and. they. don’t. know. how. much. effort. it. took. to.
get.where.we.are,.and.what.it’s.going.to.take.to.stay.
there..

Another.factor.to.consider.in.terms.of.the.polic-
ing.environment.today.is.that.we.are.letting.people.
out.of.prison.and.jail.at.unprecedented.rates..I.know.
that’s. the. case. in. Pennsylvania,. and. I. believe. it’s.
true.in.California.and.many.other.places..We.had.a.

homicide.a.couple.nights.ago.where.the.suspect.had.
only.been.out.for.three.or.four.days..

Chuck Wexler: What had he been in for? 
Commissioner Ramsey: Drugs..A.lot.of.these.

so-called.“nonviolent”.drug.offenders.are.the.guys.
who.are.the.most.at-risk.of.being.victims..These.are.
guys.who.engage. in.behaviors. that.are.most. likely.
going.to.get.them.hurt.or.killed..Or.they.wind.up.
hurting.or.killing.someone.else..

They. say. they’ve. only. been. convicted. of. non-
violent. crimes,. but. you. look. at. their. history,. and.
they’ve.got.rap.sheets.with.30.or.40.arrests..Crime.is.
what.they.do..And.they.didn’t.get.a.master’s.degree.
when. they. were. locked. up. in. the. joint.. What. do.
you. think. they’re. going. to. do. when. they. get. out?.
So.we’re. in.a.position.now.where. it’s.very.difficult.

Illinois State Police Director  
Jonathon Monken:

We Receive a Percentage of  
Citation Revenue
One. solution. we. came. up. with. is. that. now. we.
get. a. percentage. of. all. citations. written. within.
the.state.. It.ends.up.being.about.$15.a.citation,.
which.generates.about.$23.million.a.year..It’s.just.
a.stopgap.measure;.there’s.no.intention.of.it.con-
tinuing..So.we’re.still.looking.for.some.source.of.
sustainable.revenue.source..

Sparks, NV Chief Steve Keefer:

We Get Revenue from  
Alarm Registrations 
We.get.some.extra.revenue.from.the.false.alarm.
program..We.use.enhanced.call.verification,.and.
we.wrote.in.the.ordinance.that.we.get.100.percent.
of.the.funding.back.to.the.Police.Department,.so.
it’s.been.helpful.in.preventing.layoffs..

Baltimore Commissioner Fred Bealefeld:

Asset Forfeiture Money 
Is Going to Training
We.went.from.graduating.six.classes.a.year,.with.
50.in.each.class,.to.two.classes.a.year..The.other.
reduction.we’ve.made.is. in-service.training..We.
take.in.about.$3.million.a.year.in.asset.forfeiture.
funds,.and.almost.all.of. that.money.now.is. just.
being. dedicated. to. training. costs,. which. nor-
mally.were.paid.for.out.of.tax.revenues.

Finding Ways to Generate Revenue

Sparks, NV Chief Steve Keefer
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to.make.the.argument.that.laying.off.cops.is.a.bad.
idea,.since.crime.rates.are.low..But.crime.rates.don’t.
change.overnight..We’re.still.pushing.down,.push-
ing.down,.pushing.down,.but.if.we.ease.up.on.our.
efforts,. you’ll. start. seeing. that. slow. increase. in.
crime..I.think.that’s.what.some.political.leaders.are.
missing—that.it.wasn’t.easy.to.get.crime.rates.down.
so.low,.and.it’s.going.to.be.very.difficult.to.maintain.
it..If.we’re.losing.people,.we’re.not.going.to.maintain.
it.for.very.long.

Frederick, MD Chief Kim Dine: 

We Found a Way to Maintain Accreditation
We.usually.run.one.academy.class.a.year,.but.because.
of.the.economy.we.took.a.gamble.last.year.and.did.
not. have. one.. So. we. essentially. deferred. a. class,.
because.I.agree.with.what.other.chiefs.have.said;.I’d.
rather.use.attrition.if.we.have.to.cut.back,.instead.of.
laying.people.off..So.we.skipped.an.academy.class,.
which.left.us.short.of.sworn.personnel..That.allowed.
us.to.do.a.little.bit.of.hiring.this.year,.even.though.
we.couldn’t.fill.all.of.our.sworn.vacancies..

In most Cities, Violent Crime Is Still Declining

Chuck Wexler: For the most part, violent crime is 
still going down. Michel, what’s happening in Los 
Angeles?

Los Angeles Assistant Chief Michel Moore: 
We’re.doing.phenomenally..We’re.down.18.fewer.
murders. this. year. than. last. year—and. last. year.
was.a.record.low.for.us..We.had.314.homicides.
in.Los.Angeles.last.year..We.hadn’t.had.that.few.
homicides.since.the.mid-1960s.

Wexler: 314 homicides. And how many did 
you have back in, say, 1990?

Assistant Chief Moore: Nearly. 1,000.. Our.
high.was.1,092.in.1992.

Wexler: From more than 1,000 to 314. Other 
cities are like that. Homicides in New York City 
went from 2,200 in 1990 to less than 500 last year. 
Chicago—more than 900 murders a year in the 
1990s, that number has been cut in half. Here in 
Washington, almost 500 in the 1990s, down to less 
than 150 last year. 

Assistant Chief Moore: 7,000. fewer. prop-
erty. crimes,. we’re. down. 7.5. percent. overall. in.
Part.1.crime,.and.down.nearly.12.percent.in.vio-
lent. crimes.. So. those. measures. are. great.. And.
we’re. doing. that. despite. the. lack. of. money. and.

the.shortage.of.personnel..But.law.enforcement.is.
also.about.service.and.maintaining.trust.

Wexler: So the equation that we’re talking 
about here is that everybody spends 80 percent of 
their time not on law enforcement, but on service 
delivery. Yet somehow as a profession, we have 
measured ourselves in terms of crime reduction. 
No one in policing loses their job because there is 
too much crime. Every police chief, every mayor 
knows this. You go to community meetings, and 
people don’t talk about homicides, they talk about 
abandoned cars and graffiti, right? 

Assistant Chief Moore: Yes.. But. the. point,.
I. think,. is. that. as. we. move. forward,. this. is. not.
about.just.weathering.the.storm.for.a.year.or.two..
The. Wall Street Journal. had. an. article. recently.
saying. that. state. sale. tax. revenues. in.California.
are.not.going. to.get.back.up. to.our.2008.num-
bers. until. 2016.. Other. states. may. bounce. back.
faster,. but. in. California,. we’ve. got. another. five.
or.six.years..And.so.the.challenge.is.that.it’s.not.
just,.“Can.we.hold.our.breath.until.it’s.over?”.It’s.
where.we’re.going.for.the.next.five.or.six.years.as.
a.“new.normal.”.
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We.also.cut.back.on.the.number.of.training.days.
per.month.for.our.SWAT.team,.so.that.we.can.have.
them.on.the.street.more..Another.thing.we.did.was.a.
bit.creative..One.of.our.deputy.chiefs,.Kevin.Grubb,.
came. up. with. this. idea.. We’re. CALEA-accredited,.
and.it’s.always.a.challenge.to.convince.elected.offi-
cials.that.it’s.worth.the.cost.and.effort.to.maintain.
that. accreditation.. So. we. combined. the. accredita-
tions.manager.position.with.our.records.supervisor,.
and.turned.two.positions.into.one.so.that.we.could.
maintain.our.accreditation.

Wexler: David, you guys in San Diego were 
making cuts even before the recession, right?

San Diego Executive Assistant Chief David 
Ramirez: Yes,.we’ve.been.cutting.for.the.last.two.
or.three.years..The.City.of.San.Diego.has.about.
10,000. employees,. and. everyone,. including.
police.and.fire,.took.a.6-percent.pay.cut.about.a.
year.and.a.half.ago..

Wexler: So you’ve been cutting, and you have 
one of the lowest ratios of police officers to citizens 
in the country, yet your crime has remained rela-
tively low. How many homicides did you have last 
year?

Assistant Chief Ramirez: Last.year.we.had.
41,.and.right.now.we’re.at.22..Compared.to.last.
year.at.this.time,.we’re.down.37.percent.in.homi-
cides..We’ve.focused.a.lot.on.gang.crime.and.it’s.
really. reduced. our. crime. numbers. overall.. We.
had. to. lay. off. approximately. 100. civilian. posi-
tions.last.year;.we.eliminated.our.horse-mounted.
unit;.we.eliminated.our.boat.unit.and.put.those.
officers.back.in.patrol..We.reduced.our.K-9.unit.
from.about.40.canines. to.29..We.are. looking.at.
further.cuts.like.everybody.else.

Wexler: Is morale affected by all these cuts?
Assistant Chief Ramirez: Yes. it. is.. Unfor-

tunately,. all. law. enforcement. agencies. are.
struggling..

Wexler: So what isn’t being done today in 
the San Diego Police Department that used to be 
done? San Diego has a reputation for community 
policing and problem-solving policing. Are officers 
not able to do that as much now?

Assistant Chief Ramirez: Our. focus. has.
been. on. patrol.. Our. focus. is. patrol,. and. every-
thing.around.it. is. just.support..It’s.a.philosophy.
that’s. worked. well. for. us,. that. was. brought. to.
us.by.Chief.Bill.Lansdowne..We’ve.cut.our.spe-
cial.units.to.make.sure.that.our.patrol.is.staffed..
What.I’m.hearing.is.that.a.lot.of.the.other.chiefs.
of.police.are.doing.that.as.well.

San Diego Executive Assistant Chief David Ramirez

Frederick, MD Chief Kim Dine
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Baltimore Commissioner Fred Bealefeld:

Cuts in Social Programs Will Impact Police
I. think. we. need. to. remember. that. police. depart-
ments.don’t.exist.in.a.vacuum..While.we’re.gnash-
ing. our. teeth. about. pensions. and. funding. and.
budget. cuts,. the. schools. and. other. agencies. are.
going.through.the.same.things..Baltimore.is.reduc-
ing.drug.addict. treatment,. reentry.programs,. jobs.
programs.for.teenagers,.funding.to.reduce.teenage.
pregnancy..And.while.the.national.unemployment.
rate.is.9.or.10.percent,.in.parts.of.Baltimore.it’s.40.
to.50.percent..We.learned.hard.lessons.in.the.1990s.
and.built.programs.to.help. lead.us.out.of.some.of.
these.social.problems..And.now.these.programs.are.
first.on.the.chopping.block..I’m.afraid.we’ll.be.see-
ing.the.results.of.all.this.in.the.next.few.years.

Philadelphia Commissioner Chuck Ramsey:

Cuts in Training Can Cause Problems Later
Chuck Wexler: What about career development 
training? Chuck Ramsey, are you still able to do ca-
reer training?

Commissioner Ramsey: So.far,.I.have.not.had.
to.impact.training.at.all..We’re.still.sending.people.
through.the.Northwestern.School.of.Police.Staff.and.
Command,.SMIP,.FBI.Academy,.all.of.the.training.
that.we.have.been.doing..I’m.doing.everything.I.can.
to.avoid.making.cuts.there..I.think.it’s.essential.for.
us.in.Philadelphia..I.think.it’s.a.matter.of.pay.now.or.
pay.later..When.I.came.into.DC,.there.had.been.a.lot.
of.cutbacks.in.training,.and.a.lot.of.bad.things.that.
happened.on.the.street—the.things.that.resulted.in.
officers.getting. sued.or.getting.fired—a. lot.of. that.
had. to. do. with. the. fact. that. management. had. let.
them. down. and. hadn’t. provided. the. training. that.
they.needed..I.learned.a.hard.lesson.from.that,.and.
I.haven’t.forgotten.it..In.Philadelphia.we’ve.been.cut.
a.lot.of.places,.but.so.far.I’ve.not.cut.training.at.all,.
and.I.have.no.plans.to.cut.training..

Wexler: That’s your investment in the future, 
isn’t it?

Commissioner Ramsey: Yes. it. is.. I’ve.been.in.
policing. since. ’68,. and. this. isn’t. the.first. recession.
I’ve.gone.through..We.will.get.through.this..It.will.

never.be.like.it.was.five.or.six.years.ago,.but.it.will.
be.better.than.it. is. it.right.now..So.while.you.deal.
with.the.current.issues,.you.also.have.to.keep.an.eye.
on.the.long.term.and.make.that.investment.in.your.
personnel,.because.they.are.the.future.

Wexler: Incidentally, Chuck, when Chief Hower-
ton from Schaumburg said he has outsourced Internal 
Affairs, I thought of you because you just transferred 
26 people into internal affairs, right? 

Commissioner Ramsey: Yes,.we.had.100,.and.
we’ve.increased.it.now.by.25.percent..I.don’t.think.
we.could.outsource.it,.because.I.doubt.there’s.a.com-
pany.large.enough.to.handle.all.the.cases.we.handle.
in.Philadelphia..Outsourcing.is.an.interesting.idea,.
but.it.wouldn’t.work.in.Philadelphia..We.also.have.
a.task.force.where.we.work.with.the.FBI.on.some.
of.the.more.serious.corruption.cases,.and.I.doubled.
the.number.of.people.that.I’ve.assigned.over.to.the.
Bureau.for.that.purpose..

It’s. interesting. that. when. I. put. out. a. general.
message. to. the. lieutenants.and.captains.asking. for.
people. to. submit. resumes. for. assignment. to. IAD,.
I. didn’t. know. what. I’d. get. back,. but. I. got. a. lot. of.
resumes.from.very,.very.good.people,.and.from.peo-
ple.who.already.had.good. jobs. in. the.department..
We’ve. had. some. high-profile. corruption. cases. in.
Philadelphia,.and.one.of.the.things.these.applicants.
to.IAD.said.when.they.were.being.interviewed.was.
that. they.were. just. sick.of. the.embarrassment. that.
these.cases.were.causing.for.the.department..We.had.
a.case.where.the.head.of.my.union.said,.“Hey,.we’re.
not.going.to.defend.this.guy.”.So.people.get.tired.of.
others. in. the. department. doing. these. things. and.
hurting.the.department..And.that’s.a.good.thing.

Daytona Beach, Fla. Chief Michael Chitwood:

Universities Help Us Cope with  
Cuts in Training Budget
Police.budgets.everywhere.are.being.cut,.and.I.was.
facing.a.cut. in.my. training.budget,. so. I.contacted.
our.Police.Foundation.and.Daytona.State.College,.
the. University. of. Central. Florida,. Keiser. Univer-
sity,.and.Bethune-Cookman.University..They.really.
stepped. up. and. helped. us. fill. the. gap,. and. here’s.
what.they.have.enabled.me.to.do:.I.have.68.officers.
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who.are.going.to.school.for.free,.to.complete.their.
associate’s. degree. or. bachelor’s. degree,. through.
our. Police. Foundation.. They. also. have. helped. me.
send.my.officers.to.SMIP,.to.the.Florida.Leadership.
Academy,.and.to.the.FBI.Academy.

They’ve.also.partnered.with.me. to.develop.an.
online. training.center. for.non-high-liability. train-
ing,.where.the.officers.will.come.in.and.learn.about.
first.aid,.blood-borne.pathogens,.domestic.violence,.
and.other.issues.online.

Wexler: So one takeaway is that if a city can’t 
fund training, there may be other options. 

Chief Chitwood: Yes,.it.was.amazing.how.help-
ful. these. private. institutions. have. been—to. have.
the. president. of. Daytona. State. College. call. and.
say,.“Let’s.sit.down.and.see.what.we.can.do.”.And.it.
enabled.me.to.get.68.people.to.go.back.to.school.to.
get.their.bachelor’s.degree.or.associate’s.degree..

Los Angeles Assistant Chief Michel Moore:

We Should See the Budget Crisis 
As an Opportunity
There.is.a.sea.change.going.on.with.municipal.ser-
vices,.not.just.with.police,.but.with.fire.departments,.
public.works—everyone.is.suffering..In.LA,.we.are.
reshaping. what. municipal. government. looks. like,.
and.it’s.requiring.us.to.be.thoughtful.and.take.a.close.
look.at.what.services.we.will.provide.going.forward.

We. talk. about. false. alarms. and. responding. to.
fender-benders.and.so.on,.but.it.not.just.one.issue.

or.a.handful.of. issues;. there.are.a. thousand. issues.
like. this.. In. Los. Angeles,. we’ve. had. new. jails. that.
we.couldn’t.open.because.we.don’t.have.the.money..
When. these. things. happen,. I. think. it. gives. us. an.
opportunity.to.focus.attention.on.rethinking.what 
we do..This.year.we.moved.almost.200.people.from.
specialized. units. back. into. the. field,. and. so. we.
downsized.many.good.units,.many.effective.units..
But.it’s.an.effort.to.rebalance.things..Private.indus-
try. does. this. all. the. time.. They. stop. services. that.
they.can.no. longer.afford.and. focus.on.what. they.
know.they’re.really.good.at.

Wexler: You went through that issue with all 
those rape kits that weren’t being analyzed, and it 
became a huge political issue, right? 

Assistant Chief Moore: Yes,.and.it’s.a.national.
issue.

Wexler: Yes, but it became a political issue for 
you in Los Angeles, because people said, “How could 
they not analyze these rape kits?” It’s like everybody is 
one newspaper story away from having a big political 
issue blow up when there’s not enough money to do 
everything. 

Assistant Chief Moore: Yes..With.this.rape.kit.
issue,. the. kits. that. were. not. being. analyzed. were.
largely. cases. where. the. suspect. was. an. acquain-
tance,.and.the. issue.was.whether.or.not.there.was.
consent..Identifying.a.suspect.was.not.the.issue.

Wexler: Didn’t matter, did not matter.
Assistant Chief Moore: Right,.it.didn’t.matter,.

because. people. were. focused. on. the. rape. kits. not.
being. “tested.”. But. it’s. about. choices.. The. millions.
of. dollars. that. were. invested. to. solve. the. rape. kit.
problem.did.not.go.to.other.needs—like.analyzing.
fingerprints. from. residential. burglaries. and. other.
very.active.crimes—serial.crimes.that,.if.you.could.
solve. them,. you. would. prevent. additional. serious.
crimes.and.have.fewer.victims..But.that.wasn’t.a.hot.
spot.for.the.public’s.opinion,.and.it’s.public.opinion.
that. often. is. driving. the. resources.. Fortunately. in.

Daytona Beach Chief  
Michael Chitwood

continued on page 22
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Cutting Police Services

Chuck Wexler: Our survey showed that 47 percent 
of responding police chiefs said that police services 
in their community have been cut or will decline 
due to budget cuts. Eight percent of departments 
are no longer responding to all motor vehicle thefts; 
9 percent of departments are no longer respond-
ing to all burglar alarms. Who here is no longer 
responding to all burglar alarms? [pause] Very 
few. So even though we know that 99 percent of 
the burglar alarms are false, it’s still a hard nut 
to crack, isn’t it? Fourteen percent of departments 
are no longer responding to all non-injury motor 
vehicle accidents. Chuck Ramsey, have you had 
any pushback since you did that? 

Philadelphia Commissioner Charles 
Ramsey: No,.not.really..We’re. just. talking.about.
not. responding. to. strictly. fender. benders.. If.
there’s. any. personal. injury,. if. the. cars. are. not.
drivable,. we. do. dispatch.. If. people. do. not. have.
their.license.or.insurance.information,.we’ll.send.
someone,.although.it’s.not.a.high-priority.job..But.
we.save.quite.a.few.dispatches.as.a.result.of.that,.
and.so.far,.so.good.

Ventura, CA Chief Ken Corney: Like.every-
body.else,.we’ve.cut.back.over.10.percent.of.our.
sworn.officers,.and.for.us.it’s.really.about.decid-
ing. how. to. direct. our. crime-fighting. resources.
to.where. there’s. the.greatest.value..For. residen-
tial. and. commercial. burglary. calls,. we. have. a.
verified. response. policy.. As. part. of. the. policy,.
we.don’t. respond. to.alarm.calls.between.7.a.m..
and.7.p.m..unless.there’s.some.further.informa-
tion. that. there’s. an. actual. crime. in. progress. or.
some.other.suspicious.circumstance. is. reported.
or.known.related.to.the.alarm.call..As.an.exam-
ple,.if.a.neighbor.sees.something.like.a.suspicious.
car. in. the. driveway. or. the. officer. or. dispatcher.
has.some.intelligence.that.there.have.been.recent.

burglaries. in. that. area,. we’ll. of. course. respond..
This.policy.applies.only. to.burglary.alarms,.not.
panic. alarms. or. robbery. alarms,. which. we. still.
respond.to,.along.with.all.types.of.alarms.between.
7.p.m..and.7.a.m..

Our.response.to.auto.accidents.has.also.been.
modified.. We. don’t. respond. for. a. full. report. to.
non-injury.accidents.. In. these.cases.we’ll. either.
not.respond.or.send.a.non-sworn.person. like.a.
cadet.to.do.an.exchange.of.driver.information—
not. a. full. investigation. to. determine. fault.. Of.
course.when. there. is. an. injury. that. requires. an.
ambulance,.a.treatable.injury,.not.a.minor.com-
plaint.of.pain,.we.still.respond.and.complete.a.full.
investigation..We.know.the.insurance.companies.
do.their.own.investigation.too,.so.for.non-injury.
accidents.we.let.them.do.the.detailed.work..

We. haven’t. had. a. lot. of. push-back. in. the.
community.on.either.policy..

Wexler: On this verified response issue, for 
years I’ve seen chiefs take this on, and it’s a hot 
potato. The alarm companies get involved; they 
have a lot of money and they lobby; they make it 

Ventura, CA Chief Ken Corney
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look like something horrible is going to happen. 
But my question for the chiefs in the room is, “Is 
there a political opportunity now to do something 
about this?” You can say, “The budget has to be 
cut, and we’re giving close scrutiny to everything 
we do. Does it make sense to have all these officers 
responding to all of these alarms when 99 percent 
of them are false?”

Baltimore Commissioner Fred Bealefeld:.
Not. in. Baltimore.. The. political. constituency.
around. that. issue. is. powerful.. It’s. the. business.
community.that’s.affected,.the.affluent.sections.of.
our.community.that.are.affected..When.you.start.
telling. the. business. community. that. the. police.
aren’t.going.to.come.when.their.ADT.alarm.goes.
off,.it.will.bother.them.in.a.big.way..And.I.don’t.
think.that’s.politically.tenable.for.a.lot.of.people..

Gilroy, CA Chief Denise Turner:.We.looked.
at. the. Fremont,. California. model. for. verified.
response,.and.I.tried.to.float.that.through.my.city.
council..They.absolutely.rejected.it..But.they.did.
give.me.an.opportunity.to.change.our.ordinance,.
so. we. have. a. full. cost. recovery. ordinance. now..
Whenever.we.send.a.cop.to.a.false.alarm,.we’re.
going.to.recover.whatever.dollars.it.cost.to.send.

that.officer,.including.the.Com.Center.cost,.and.
the. cost. of. the. false. alarm. program. to. manage.
that.database.

Tulsa, OK Chief Chuck Jordan: That’s.
exactly. what. we’re. looking. at,. too.. But. we. ran.
across. another. problem.. When. we. put. out. the.
fact.that.98.6.percent.were.false.alarms,.we.had.
some. people. in. the. administration. start. saying,.
“Well,.if.we.get.rid.of.that,.these.cutbacks.are.jus-
tified;. we. don’t. need. all. these. officers. if. they’re.
spending.time.answering.false.alarms.”

Naperville, IL Chief David Dial: We’re.
going. into. our. third. year. of. cuts,. and. we. are.
looking.at.additional.service.modifications.such.
as.not.responding.to.motor.vehicle.thefts,.unveri-
fied. burglar. alarms,. or. non-injury. traffic. acci-
dents..We.may.be.asking.people.to.file.telephone.
reports,.online.reports.or.come.into.the.station,.
Monday. to. Friday. between. 8. and. 5,. to. report.
certain.types.of.crimes.. I.do.not.expect.a. lot.of.
pushback.on.those.service.modifications.because.
I.believe.that.the.public.will.prefer.that.over.pay-
ing.more.taxes..

Baltimore Commissioner Fred Bealefeld: 
Where.we’ve.been.able.to.capitalize.on.the.politi-
cal.opportunity.of.budget-cutting. is. the.endless.
fairs. and. festivals. and. political. functions. that.
people. throw. in. their. communities. and. expect.
that.we.will. rubber-stamp.the.police.personnel,.
on.little.or.no.notice..We’ve.been.lamenting.for.a.
long.time.that.we.have.to.pay.overtime.out.of.our.
budget.for.this..So.we’re.winnowing.down.police.
operational.resources.to.go.to.these.festivals..And.
because.of. the.budget.crisis,.people.understand.
the.math.of.it..So.we.have.now.some.protection.
from. City. Hall. to. say,. “You’re. not. going. to. get.
your.permit.for.your.street.fair.unless.you.reim-
burse.the.Police.Department.for.providing.those.
basic.levels.of.protection.”

Gilroy, CA Chief Denise Turner
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dealing.with.the.rape.kits.we.were.able.to.raise.fed-
eral. grant. money. and. private. foundation. support..
Also,.to.help.us.better.understand.the.cost/benefit.
of.our.investment.in.eliminating.the.backlog.we’re.
undertaking.a.study.with.a.university.to.analyze.the.
outcome.of.the.millions.of.dollars.that.we.put.into.
the. rape. kit. backlog,. because. you. have. advocacy.
on.both.sides..Some.people.will.say,.“You.spent.$4.
million.on.these.rape.kits,.and.you.only.identified,.
say,.20.people.”.But.others.will.say.that.identifying.
those.20.people.was.important,.as.each.one.is.a.rap-
ist.and.removing.them.from.the.street.is.worth.any.
expense..In.the.end,.our.responsibility.to.the.public.
is.to.keep.them.informed.as.to.the.costs.and.benefits.
involved. in. terms. of. making. these. judgment. calls.
about.where.to.put.the.limited.money.we.have..

Mark Williams, First Secretary,  
Justice and Home Affairs, 
British Embassy, Washington, DC:

The UK Is Also Facing Police Budget Cuts
There’s. a. similar. discussion. going. on. in. the. UK,.
but.in.some.ways,.you’re.slightly.ahead.of.us..Some.
police. forces. have. already. had. to. start. shedding.
jobs,.but.policing.in.the.UK.is.funded.by.the.central.
government.and.not.state.and.locals,.which.means.
the.future.won’t.become.clearer.until.the.new.Gov-
ernment. sets. out. its. spending. plans.. They. have.
already.cut.£6.billion.off.the.main.budget,.and.are.
proposing.to.cut.another.£61.billion.over.the.next.
five. years.. So. we’re. going. through. a. process. now.
where.departments.will.find.out.how.much.they’re.
to.lose..But.estimates.say.it’ll.be.in.the.order.of.25.
to.40.percent.

Wexler: 25 to 40 percent? And that includes 
police agencies?

Mark Williams: Our.ministers.made.very.clear.
that.the.police.will.not.be.immune..They’re.pointing.

out.that.crime.has.fallen,.as.it.has.in.the.States,.and.
that. places. like. New. York. and. Canada. have. seen.
police. numbers. fall. while. crime. has. continued. to.
fall..And.they’re.saying.that.they.would.expect.chief.
constables.first.to.look.to.the.back-office.functions.
for.efficiencies.

Wexler: I read that Manchester, which I think 
has the second largest force, is looking at potentially 
cutting 3,000 positions from that agency.

Williams: Manchester’s.already.lost.about.200..
At. the. moment. though. I. think. we’re. still. in. the.
“skirmish”. stage,. where. the. unions. are. predicting.
something.like.40,000.to.60,000.police. jobs.going,.
while.the.politicians.are.saying,.“Don’t.be.alarmist,.
there. are. certainly. savings. that. can. be. made. that.
won’t.necessarily.be.reflected.in.police.numbers.”.

Wexler: So this discussion that we’re having here 
today is also occurring over in London?

Williams: Yes,. for.these.past. few.months..The.
government. will. soon. produce. its. budget. for. the.
next. five. years,. and. Home. Office. ministers,. Min-
istry. of. Justice. ministers. will. say,. “Right,. well. this.
means.X.for.Department.and.the.police.”.And.then.
Chief. Constables. will. have. to. make. the. decisions.
about.how.they.spend.that.money.

Wexler: And in addition to cutting budgets, 
they’re also pushing decision-making down to the 
local level, is that right? 

Williams: Yes,.there’s.a.localist.agenda..The.new.
government.is.trying.to.push.accountability.down,.
trying.to.create.locally-elected.police.commission-
ers.to.oversee.the.local.police,.more.like.the.Ameri-
can.model..

British Embassy First 
Secretary Mark Williams

continued from page 19
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The.View.from.Academia:.
Police.Chiefs.Must.Take.a.Long-Term.View.

In.Responding.to.the.Economic.Crisis

PERF’s. economic. summit. included. a. ses-.
.sion. in. which. four. leading. academics. offered.
insights.into.the.long-term.implications.of.budget-
cutting. in. policing.. Following. are. summaries. of.
their.comments:

Dr. George Kelling, Rutgers University:

As Budgets Shrink, Remind Your 
Communities That Police Do More than 
Fight Crime
The.factors.that.can.reduce.crime.are.multiple:.the.
economy,. the. structure. of. the. community,. police.
activity,.etc..And.I’ve.always.believed.that. the.fac-
tors. that. can. produce. crime. or. reduce. crime. are.
highly.dependent.on.the.context;.it’s.local..In.some.
neighborhoods,.the.state.of.the.economy.will.really.
make.a.difference;.in.others,.it.doesn’t.matter.at.all..

But.having.said.that,.I.think.the.police.are.sin-
gularly.important.in.terms.of.crime.control..To.take.
one. example,. the. New. York. subway. system. was.
completely.out.of.control. in. the.1980s..As.anyone.

knows. who. used. the. subway. during. that. time,. it.
was.an.extraordinarily.dangerous.environment..At.
that. time,. there. were. just. under. 4,000. police. offi-
cers.in.the.New.York.City.subway..Today.the.New.
York.City.subway.is.a.peaceful.place..People.often.
queue.up.to.get.on.trains;.there.are.days.when.there.
are.no.reported.felonies;.ridership.has.increased.by.
approximately.2.million.since.the.1980s;.fear.is.way.
down..In.all,.crime.dropped.significantly..And.the.
only.changes.that.really.happened.were.the.changes.
that. Bratton. introduced. [aimed. at. establishing.
order. in. the. subway. system. by. stopping. turnstile-
jumping,.aggressive.panhandling,.defacing.of.train.
cars.with.graffiti,.etc.].

Given.that.the.subway.was.a.closed.environment.
and.that.the.police.activity.was.the.only.change,.it’s.
one.of.the.most.powerful.arguments.yet.that.police.
can.have.an.enormous.impact.on.crime.if.they.put.
their.minds.to.it.and.get.busy.doing.it.

But. now,. many. years. later,. with. crime. way.
down.and.fear.of.crime.way.down,.there.are.fewer.
than. 2,000. police. policing. the. New. York. subway.
system—half.the.number.that.policed.it.during.the.
1980s..To.borrow.Malcolm.Gladwell’s.phrase.from.
his. book. The Tipping Point, the. subway. reached. a.
tipping. point. where. the. gains. that. were. initially.
developed.by.the.police.took.on.a.life.of.their.own..
Order.could.be.maintained.and.crime.kept.under.
control.with.far.fewer.police.officers.

It.seems.to.me.that.that’s.a.basic.issue..We.have.
many.examples.of.the.need.to.have.large.numbers.

Dr. George Kelling,  
Rutgers University
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of.police.initially,.but.then.as.control.is.gained,.the.
community. is. empowered,. and. the. neighborhood.
comes.together,.far.fewer.police.are.required.

I. think. that. as. police. chiefs. you. need. to. deal.
with.the. implications.of. that.. I.am.not.developing.
the.argument.that.fewer.police.are.needed,.but.it’s.
not.hard.to.develop.such.an.argument..In my view, 
the gains that we have made in crime control are 
going to persist. We.know.what. to.do.now.in.a. lot.
of.places.regarding.many.types.of.crime..We.know.
how.to.intervene.when.spikes.start.to.occur..

The.trouble.is.that.we.have.trumpeted.our.suc-
cess.in.crime.control.but.have.tended.to.ignore.all.
the.other.value.that.policing.provides.to.neighbor-
hoods.and.communities..As.soon.as.we.start.tout-
ing. one. measure,. we. invite. a. dangerous. trap. for.
ourselves.. Yes,. crime. is. down,. but. we. have. many.
other.values.that.we.have.to.be.worried.about..We.
have.a.whole.issue.regarding.immigration.and.the.
integration. of. immigrants. into. this. country.. We.
still.have.the.racial.issue..We.have.Section.8.hous-
ing.developing.now.where.large.populations.of.the.
poor.are.moving.out.of.concentrated.public.housing.
into.other.neighborhoods..What.will.all.this.mean.
in.terms.of.policing?.

We.need.to.tout.the.multiple.values.that.police.
serve. and. market. those,. not. merely. as. legitimate,.
but.as.extraordinarily.important.issues.in.a.demo-
cratic.society..

I.had.very.mixed.feelings.listening.to.the.com-
ments. from. chiefs. today,. because. it. sounds. as. if.
many.departments.are.backing.away.from.commu-
nity. policing,. which. we. know. works.. Many. chiefs.
are. talking.about.making.a.priority.of. responding.
to. calls. for. service,. which. requires. having. officers.
riding.around.in.cars..That.would.be.a.return.to.a.
failed.strategy.of.the.1950s.and.’60s.that.we.know.
doesn’t.work!

During. the. ’50s. and. 60s,. we. marketed. an.
approach. to. policing. that. centered. around. rapid.
response.to.calls.for.service..Responding.to.all.calls.
within. 3. minutes. was. the. model. of. full-service.
policing.. Riding. around. in. cars. was. supposed. to.
reduce.crime.by.creating.a.feeling.of.police.omni-
presence.. But. this. got. us. into. a. completely. reac-
tive. mode.. Demand. for. service. via. the. telephone.

increased. and. increased,. and. service. meant. send-
ing.a.car..Anything.short.of.that.was.considered.less.
than.full.police.service,.and.we.got.trapped.by.that..

We. need. to. develop. a. strategy. for. the. next.
five. to. 10. years. that. recognizes. the. fact. that. these.
reductions. in. police. personnel. are. real.. And. this.
long-term.strategy.must.be.built.on.what.the.core.
services.of.policing.really.are.

In.my.opinion,.the.basic.mission.of.policing.is.
preventing crime and maintaining order..The.indica-
tors.of. success.are.order. itself. and. reduced.crime..
These.are.not.“activities.after.the.fact,”.such.as.mak-
ing. an. arrest.. Clearances. and. arrests. are. nice,. but.
they.mean.something.bad.has.already.happened.

Do.not.be. surprised.when.crime.continues. to.
go.down..It’s.a.product.of.your.success,.and.I.would.
argue.that.you.could.do.it.with.fewer.cops..But.you.
can’t. do. all. the. things. we. expect. out. of. policing.
[with.fewer.officers],.and.you’ve.got.to.start.touting.
those.other.values.that.police.as.a.matter.of.routine.
do,.but. rarely.claim.credit. for..You.protect. justice..
You.protect.the.individual.rights.of.citizens..Those.
are. functions. as. important. as. your. crime. control.
functions,. and. you’ve. got. to. tout. those. and. make.
them.part.of.any.future.strategy.

Dr. David Bayley, State University of  
New York at Albany:

I’m Worried about Outsourcing  
Of Policing to the Private Sector
Police. chiefs. should. not. be. surprised. that. crime.
numbers. continue. to. drop. even. as. they. have. had.
to.cut.officers..We’ve.known.for.many.years.that.it’s.
been.very.hard.for.academics.to.associate.the.num-
ber. of. police. per. person. with. crime. rates—it. just.
can’t.be.done..America.has.always.been.an.experi-
ment. testing. this.. There. are. some. police. depart-
ments. that.have.a.density.of.police.officers.of.200.
per. 100,000. citizens;. others. have. a. density. of. 400.
or. 500. per. 100,000.. That’s. a. huge. difference.. Yet.
the.crime.rates.across.the.board.have.followed.the.
same.trajectory.from.the.1960s.to.the.’90s,.and.then.
the. decline. from. the. 90’s. through. now.. Whether.
you’re.in.a.large.department.or.a.small.department,.
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whether.you.have.a. lot.of. cops.or.a. few.cops,. the.
crime.trend.pattern.is.similar.

I.think.to.some.extent,.we.pay.too.much.atten-
tion.to.the.number.of.police.officers..Police.chiefs.
represent.the.public.sector.of.policing,.but.I.think.
we.also.have.to.ask:.What.is.happening.in.the.pri-
vate.sector?.Could.it.be,.for.example,.that.over.the.
last.20.years,.given. the.growth. in.private. security,.
the.number.of.visible,.uniformed.bodies.in.America.
has. increased?. And. if. you. believe. that. uniformed.
presence.deters,.that.may.be.part.of.the.explanation.
for.the.declining.crime.rates..What.might.be.hap-
pening.at.the.moment.is.that.policing.is.being.out-
sourced.to.the.private.sector.

I’m. very. worried. about. the. fact. that. as. pub-
lic. policing. reduces. its. budget. and. reduces. bod-
ies,. it. will. become. specialized. in. the. work. that. it.
does,. focusing. especially. on. crime. prediction. and.
on. criminal. investigation—thereby. leaving. pub-
lic.order.and.visible.deterrence. to. the.private. sec-
tor..I.would.consider.that.a.huge.mistake..I.believe.
that.it’s.terribly.important—for.the.future.of.police.
and. the. future. of. our. democracy—that. the. pub-
lic. sector. stays. engaged. with. the. public.. My. view.
is. that. departments. should. better. publicize. the.
importance. of. the. 80. percent. of. their. work. that’s.
service-oriented,. rather. than. the. 20. percent. that’s.
crime-oriented.

I.worry.about.the.public.beginning.to.withdraw.
tax.resources.from.public.policing.and.beginning.to.
contract.with.the.private.sector..So.I.think.you.have.
to.stay.engaged.with.the.American.public.for.your.
own.future.

Another. issue. is. the. question. of. legitimacy.. I.
think.the.public.police.do.a.very.good.job.in.teach-
ing.about.the.rule.of.law.and.its.importance.to.us,.
and. I. don’t. trust. the. private. sector. to. teach. those.
lessons..

Finally,. I. think. that. information. comes. in.
important. ways. from. your. engagement. with. the.
public.. And. for. the. special. task. that. is. going. to.

remain.important.for.the.next.decade—counterter-
rorism—we. have. to. stay. engaged. with. the. public,.
especially. with. new. immigrant. communities,. to.
understand.precursor.activities.to.homegrown.ter-
rorism.as.well.as.climates.of.opinions.in.specialized.
groups.in.the.United.States..

So.I.think.that.there.are.a.lot.of.things.that.the.
public.sector.needs.to.emphasize.in.selling.itself.to.
the.public..I.understand.your.political.dilemma.at.
the.moment—that.you.find.your.numbers.declining.
and.crime.declining.at.the.same.time,.and.you.don’t.
know. what. to. say. to. the. politicians. who. control.
the.purse.strings..And.I.think.you.have.to.become.
more.clever.at.emphasizing.these.other.things.that.
you.can.get.but.only.if.you.remain.engaged.with.the.
public.generally,.and.are.not.simply.specialized. in.
criminal.investigations..

Dr. Daniel S. Nagin,  
Carnegie Mellon University:

Evidence Supports a Shift in Funding 
From Incarceration toward Policing
Over.my.entire.career,.I.have.been.very.interested.in.
the.deterrent.effect.of.criminal.penalties..Recently.
I.wrote.a. review.paper.on.what.we.know.with.an.
economist. at. the. University. of. Wisconsin,. Steve.
Durlauf,.and.the.title.of.the.paper.is.“Imprisonment.
and.Crime:.Can.We.Reduce.Both?”.And.our.con-
clusion.is.yes,.we.can.reduce.crime.and.incarcera-
tion,.but.it.requires.a.shift.in.policies..

Dr. David Bayley, State University of 
New York at Albany
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In. particular,. it. requires. a. shift. in. our. coun-
try’s. polices. away. from. severity-based. crime. con-
trol.policies.to.certainty-based.policies..Looking.at.
the.evidence.on.the.deterrence.effect.of.increasing.
already-lengthy. sentences,. there’s. very. little. evi-
dence.that.those.increases.have.a.material.deterrent.
effect..By.contrast,.there.is.very.substantial.evidence.
that. the. police,. if. properly. mobilized,. can. affect.
crime.rates,.that.they.can.stop.crime.from.happen-
ing.in.the.first.place,.not.just.capture.bad.guys..

And. the. reason. that. is. so. important. is. that. if.
the.police.stop.a.crime.from.happening.in.the.first.
place,. there. is. no. need. to. punish. somebody,. and.
therefore.society.does.not.have.to.incur.the.cost.of.
adjudicating.the.case.and.then.imprisoning.some-
one,.often.for.20.or.30.years,.particularly.in.the.case.
of.California’s.“3-strike”.laws..

So, operationally, what we conclude is 
that our country could both reduce crime and 
imprisonment by shifting resources away from 
corrections-based policies, toward police-based 
policies..And.we.could.do.that.and.have.both.with.
less,. without. increasing. our. expenditures. in. the.
criminal.justice.system..

But. what. I’m. hearing. today. is. that. we’re. not.
talking.about.shifting.resources;.we’re.talking.about.
cutting.resources..And.I.fear.that.is.just.the.opposite.
of.what.Steve.and.I.recommended..And.I.say.that.
for. the. following. reason:. imprisonment. rates. are.
very.substantially.driven.by.statutory requirements.
regarding.the.length.of.sentences.and.so.forth..And.
those.things.are.far.more.sticky.than.budgets..

And.so.my.concern.is.that.what.could.be.hap-
pening.over.the. long.haul. is. that.those.sentencing.
laws.will.remain.the.same.and.there.will.be.cutbacks.
in.policing..So.we.could.have.more.crime.and.more.
imprisonment. as. a. result. of. these. changes,. rather.
than.what.we’re.recommending..

Dr. Tom Blomberg, Florida State University:

Legislators Are Demanding 
Solid Research on What Works
I’ve. been. in. criminology. now. for. just. under. 40.
years,. and. I. got. into. criminology. to. do. what. I’m.
doing.here. today—meeting.with.practitioners.and.
trying.to.bring.research.to.bear.on.their.problems..

I’m. hopeful. that. something. can. come. out. of.
this.meeting.with.what.Dan.Nagin.is.doing.regard-
ing. imprisonment.. I. edit. the. Journal of Criminol-
ogy and Public Policy,.and.we’re.coming.out.with.a.
special.issue.titled.“Crime.and.Imprisonment:.How.
To.Reduce.Both.”.And.the. focus. is.entirely.on. law.
enforcement..

We.will.be.holding.a.Congressional.luncheon.in.
mid-February,.and.we’re.hoping.to.get.that.message.
to.federal.legislators..

I. think.the.one.perplexing.question.is. that.we.
have. had. recessions. before,. and. there. have. been.
cutbacks. in. law. enforcement. before,. but. unfortu-
nately,.we.really.haven’t.studied.those.with.any.kind.
of.detail..So.it’s.almost.as.if.we’re.in.a.new.situation..
I.think.it’s.a.little.unconscionable.that.we.don’t.have.
the. track. record.. Does. history. just. have. to. keep.
repeating.itself.without.us.learning.some.things?.I.
think.it.comes.down.to.what.I.hope.would.be.a.new.
level.of.cooperation.between.the.research.commu-
nity.and.all.of.you..

I. can. tell. you. there. are. some. economists. who.
have.looked.at.the.costs.of.the.criminal.justice.sys-
tem.and.victimization.costs,.and.they.come.up.with.
some. estimates. of. between. one. and. two. trillion.
dollars..

Dr. Daniel S. Nagin,  
Carnegie Mellon University
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I’ve.noticed.that.there.has.been.an.increase.in.
demand.on.the.part.of. legislative.groups.for.more.
scientific. evidence.. I. recently. met. with. a. Florida.
senator.about.a.reentry.program,.and.his.statement.
to.several.people.was,.“Look,.I.don’t.care.if.it.looks.
good,. if. it. smells. good,. even. if. it. tastes.good.. If. it.
doesn’t.have.scientific.proof,.it.isn’t.good.”.So.it’s.a.
lot.better.going.before.a.county.board.of.commis-
sioners. or. a. city. commission. with. research. data.
than.with.hunches.and.guesses.

I. think. there. needs. to. be. a. new. level. of. col-
laboration. between. the. scientific. community. and.
criminal. justice. practitioners.. I’m. talking. about.
a. discipline-wide. orientation. that. recognizes. the.
value.of.sitting.in.groups.like.this,.and.hearing.about.

these.problems,.coming.up.with.research.questions,.
and.doing.responsible.science.that.is.able.to.address.
important. crime. problems.. We. haven’t. done. that.
as. a. norm,. and. I. think. that. needs. to. change.. We.
need.“research.brought.to.life.”.So.you.may.want.to.
establish.productive.partnerships.with.universities.
in.your.states.

Dr. Tom Blomberg,  
Florida State University
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The. PERF. Summit. included. a. session. in.
which.two.leading.police.union.executives.offered.
the. perspectives. of. their. members. about. the. eco-
nomic. crisis. and. the. budget. cuts. that. are. being.
imposed.on.police.departments.across.the.nation:

Sean Smoot, Treasurer,  
National Association of Police Organizations 
and Chief Legal Counsel, Illinois Police 
Benevolent and Protective Association:

Officers Are Feeling the Cutbacks Every Day
Our. members. tend. to. be. skeptical. to. begin. with,.
because.they’re.police.officers..And.for.years.they’ve.
been.told.that.there’s.no.money.for.pay.raises.and.
other. things,. and. for. years. it. wasn’t. really. true.. It.
may. be. true. now,. but. there’s. a. certain. amount. of.
skepticism.

What’s. happening. now. is. that. our. officers. are.
being.told,.“Here.are.the.keys.to.a.squad.car,.and.oh,.
by.the.way,.it.has.250,000.miles.on.it,”.or.“We.can’t.
provide.you.with.a.new.ballistic.vest.this.year..We’ll.

apply. for. a. grant,. and. if. you. want. buy. your. own,.
that’s.fine,.but.that’s.on.you.”.These.are.the.kinds.of.
situations.that.our.guys.are.looking.at.every.day..

One.thing.that.some.cities.have.done.when.there.
was.talk.of.pulling.the.school.liaison.officers.out.of.
the.schools—I.don’t.want.to.say.“strong-armed,”.but.
they.pushed.the.school.districts.to.enter.into.inter-
governmental.agreements.where.the.school.district.
reimburses. the. Police. Department. to. have. those.
officers.in.the.schools..

I.think.a.lot.of.challenges.that.we’re.facing.are.
(1).a.product.of.our.success,.and.(2).a.result.of.us.
not.doing.a.good.enough.job.promoting.the.things.
that.we.do..Crime. stats. alone.are.not.a.good. rep-
resentation. of. how. good. a. police. department. you.
have.. If. the. citizens. feel. safe,. now. that. is. a. pretty.
good.indicator..

Thomas J. Nee, President of NAPO and  
President of the Boston Police  
Patrolmen’s Association:

We See a Lot of Politics  
Behind Budget-Cutting
Public.safety.is.not.on.anybody’s.screen.right.now..
We.see.a.demand.on.us.that’s.unbelievable,.but.we’re.
not.seeing.any.more.money..There’s.a.lot.of.politics.
behind.the.budget.cutting..And.that’s.why.I’m.very.
skeptical..No.one.is.downsizing.the.political.side.of.

Union.Leaders.Tell.Police.Chiefs:
Our.Members.Are.Skeptical.

About.Budget.Cutting

NAPO Treasurer 
Sean Smoot
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government—you.know,.the.parks.and.all. the.fes-
tive.occasions.that.are.still.going.on..People.do.not.
like.the.fact.that.we.have.public.pensions.and.stabil-
ity.in.our.workplace.[when.people.with.private-sec-
tor.jobs.are.being.laid.off]..That’s.working.against.us.
big-time..If.we.hadn’t.had.the.Vice.President.and.the.
Attorney.General’s.attention.over.the.last.two.years,.
I.don’t.know.how.else.you.folks.would.be.keeping.
your.departments.afloat.without.the.federal.money.
[for.hiring.of.police]..

Take. the. mounted. unit. in. Boston.. We. had. 10.
horses.in.city.of.Boston..Ten..And.they.took.that.off.
the.board,.which.produced.a.total.of.about.$450,000.
in.savings..How.many.of.us.have.worked.a.crowd.
control.demonstration,.especially.with.the.colleges.
and.the.Red.Sox.and.Patriots.celebrations?.What.are.
10.horses.worth.to.a.police.chief?

Right.now.the.public.says,.“OK,.lay.off.100.peo-
ple.”.But.I.think.that.when.people.start.calling.911.
and.are.told.that.the.nearest.car.is.on.another.call.
and.25.minutes.away,.the.public.will.wake.up.and.
want.to.put.back.the.cops.

Cuts.in.training.are.a.problem..The.patrol.offi-
cers,.the.people.out.there.answering.the.911.calls—
if.you.don’t.train.them,.you’re.asking.for.trouble.

Let’s.be.honest,.when.officers.lay.their.heads.on.
their.pillows.at. the.end.of. the.day,. these.men.and.
women.who.are.out.there.willing.to.risk.their.lives.
for. people. they. don’t. know—they. deserve. some.
respect.

NAPO President 
Thomas J. Nee
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Seeing.the.Economic.Crisis.as.an.
Opportunity.for.Reform

The. PERF. Economic. Summit. included. a.
final.discussion.in.which.police.chiefs.tried.to.syn-
thesize.the.information.and.analysis.they.had.heard.
and.identify.a.path.forward.

“Has. our. world. changed,. and. are. we. going. to.
change. with. it?”. Chuck. Wexler. asked. the. partici-
pants..“Or.are.we.still.responding.to.the.way.it.was?.
How.can.we. see. this.as.an.opportunity?.How.can.
we.change.the.discussion.from.looking.backwards.
to.looking.forward?”

Following.are.some.of.the.participants’.remarks:

Newark, NJ Police Director Garry McCarthy:

The Crisis Is Creating  
Opportunities for Change
I. think. we. have. a. unique. opportunity.. As. I. look.
at.the.police.executives.in.this.room,.I.realize.that.
we’re.not.our. fathers’.police.executives..The.world.
has. changed. dramatically.. We. have. heard. about.
how. much. policing. has. changed. and. how. much.
more.difficult.the.job.is.for.a.police.officer..I.think.
it’s.probably.10.times.more.difficult.for.police.exec-
utives. today.. I. think. this. economic. crisis. will. give.
some. of. us. an. opportunity. to. test. out. skills. that.
we’ve.been.honing.now.for.a.long.time.

The.situations.are.different.in.different.depart-
ments..I’m.in.my.30th.year.of.policing..For.25.years.
I.was.in.the.NYPD,.the.last.seven.as.a.deputy.com-
missioner,. and. during. the. years. I. worked. under.
Mayor. Rudy. Giuliani,. under. Howard. Safir. and.
Bernard.Kerik,.every.Thursday.afternoon.we.had.a.
two-hour.meeting.with.Mayor.Giuliani..In.Newark,.
it’s.different..Right.now.I’m.being.left.alone.to.make.
decisions.about.the.agency..

One.of.my.struggles.has.been.to.create.a.meri-
tocracy,.which.is.a.hard.concept.for.the.department.
to.accept,.because.everything’s.civil.service.and.test-
taking.. And. the. way. you. got. ahead. in. the. agency.
was.to.get.political.support.from.an.elected.official.
or.candidate..But. the.stress.of. the.economic.crisis.
is.changing.things..There.is.no.longer.any.room.for.
sacred.cows..I.have.three.lieutenants,.six.sergeants,.
and.up.to.60.police.officers.that.I’m.going.to.be.able.
to.move.into.real.policing.functions.who.had.been.
in.office.jobs..So.the.economic.stress.has.caused.a.
scenario.where.the.old.ways.are.being.thrown.over-
board..And.I.believe.that.it.gives.me.the.opportu-
nity.to.create.a.performance-based.agency,.an.effort.
that.was.being.obstructed.before..

San Francisco Assistant Chief Tom Shawyer:

We Are Pricing Ourselves Out of Business 
We.have.$1.million.budgeted.to.hire.16.new.civil-
ian.investigators..This.is.a.program.that.Chief.Gas-
cón.developed.when.he.was.in.Mesa,.Arizona,.not.
only.to.get.a.service.at.a.lesser.cost,.but.also.to.plan.
for.the.future..He.believes.that.this.is.not.so.much.
about.saving.money.as.it.is.acknowledging.the.real-
ity.that’s.coming.toward.us,.that.we’re.pricing.our-
selves.out.of.business..

I’ll. give. you. some. of. the. specifics. of. the. pro-
gram..We.had.that.$1.million.budgeted.to.hire.16.
investigators. who. will. go. to. an. 11-week. academy,.
and.then.to.an.8-week.field.training.program..They.
will. work. out. of. 4. district. stations,. and. they. will.
work.from.7.in.the.morning.until.10.at.night..They.
will. go. out. and. handle. lower-level. crimes. where.
there.is.no.hazard,.where.there’s.no.identified.sus-
pect..They.will.do.things.that.officers.typically.are.
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either.not.trained.to.do.now,.or.they.don’t.have.the.
time.to.do,.and.they’ll.do.it.in.a.way.that’s.very.cus-
tomer-service.friendly.

So. for. example,. when. Chuck. Wexler. has. his.
car.broken. into,.he.won’t.have. to.wait.8.hours. for.
an.officer.to.come.out.and.essentially.take.a.police.
report.. Instead,. he’ll. get. an. appointment,. so. he’ll.
know.that.at.a.certain.time.a.highly.trained.officer.
will. come. out,. will. do. a. police. report,. will. secure.
evidence,.and.will.pass.information.on.to.investiga-
tors.at.the.station.level..

This.is.a.pilot.program,.and.in.a.way.is.a.drop.in.
the.bucket..We.expect.to.handle.15,000.calls.out.of.
1.6.million.calls.total,.but.it’s.a.start..San.Francisco.
has. not. done. well. with. civilianization. in. the. past..
People.like.to.talk.about.civilianizing.but.don’t.want.
to. fund. the. positions.. This. has. been. going. on. for.
decades..We.lost.50.percent.of.our.civilians.to.the.
recession. of. the. early. ‘90s,. and. have. been. playing.
catch-up.ever.since..

Wexler: These civilian investigators will be less 
expensive than San Francisco detectives?

Assistant Chief Shawyer: Yes,.it.will.save.about.
$40,000.a.head.

Dr. George Kelling: 

We Should Rethink 
How We Are Using Patrol
Wexler: If we change what policing is about and move 
to a new model, what will success look like? How will 

we measure whether we are being successful and hold 
ourselves accountable?

George Kelling: This. is. a. basic. issue. that. I’ve.
been.thinking.about.for.a.long.time..If.a.patrol.offi-
cer.does.his.or.her.job.well.on.the.beat,.that.means.
that.nothing.happens,.so.there’s.nothing.to.record..
It.seems.to.me.that.we.have.to.find.a.way.to.work.
around.that..That.means.we.have.to.work.on.slowly.
selling.other.measures.that.are.aggregate.measures,.
but.that.have.to.do.with.particular.beats..For.exam-
ple,.one.method.of.doing.that.is.surveys.and.focus.
groups..

Wexler: What’s the opportunity here, George, 
that we’re missing? If you were a chief, what would 
be the opportunity you would want to take advantage 
of? 

George Kelling: Enhancing.patrol..We’ve.talked.
about.patrol.being.the.backbone.of.policing,.but.we.
all.know.that.we.underutilize.patrol..It.seems.to.me.
that. we. have. the. opportunity. at. this. present. time.
to.rethink.how.we’re.using.patrol,.and.rethink.how.
we’re. using. criminal. investigation,. and. how. we’re.
using.special.units..

For. example,. I. don’t. think. that. we. necessar-
ily.need.to.have.special.officers.in.schools,.as.long.
as. beat. officers. are. spending. a. lot. of. time. in. the.
schools—and.they.are.allowed.the.time.to.spend.in.
the. schools.. This. is. the. opportunity. now,. it. seems.
to.me,.to.really.invest.in.patrol,.along.the.lines.that.
we’ve.rhetorically.supported.for.a.long.time..

It’s.also.a.time.to.review.criminal.investigation,.
because.it.seems.to.me.that.even.good.investigators.
are. terribly. underutilized.. When. detectives. inves-
tigate. a. case,. they. get. a. lot. of. information. about.
problems. in. the. neighborhood,. but. that. informa-
tion.is.rarely.used,.even.by.the.detective.who.gets.it,.
because.they’re.so.case-focused.

Wexler: Should we be thinking of consolida-
tion of departments? Should we be thinking about 
outsourcing?

San Francisco Assistant 
Chief Tom Shawyer
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George Kelling: We.ought.to.be.thinking.about.
more.civilianization,.and.yes,.we.ought.to.be.think-
ing.about.regionalization.of.particular.functions,.or.
consolidation.of.particular. functions.. I. think.con-
solidation.of.police.departments.is.politically.a.dead.
issue..It’s.going.to.happen.in.a.few.places,.but.this.
has.been.on.the.progressive.agenda.since.the.1880s..
It.has.never.captured.the.imagination,.and.I’m.not.
sure.we.want.it,.because.local.control.in.the.United.
States.is.an.expression.of.the.idea.that.if.citizens.can.
govern.themselves,.they.can.police.themselves,.and.
they.do. that.with. local. service..But.what.ought. to.
be.on.the.political.agenda. is.consolidation.of.par-
ticular.functions,.such.as.laboratories,.which.we’ve.
already.done..And.we.should.think.about.outsourc-
ing.some.things..For.example,.police.management.
of.their.own.computers.is.generally.a.disaster.

During.the.early.1970s,.Frank.Dyson.in.Dallas.
had. a. model. of. policing. which. he. called. the. gen-
eralist/specialist.model..Everyone.was.a.patrol.offi-
cer,. and. in.addition. to. that,. some.people. received.
special.training.in.handling.domestic.violence,.oth-
ers.in.criminal.investigation,.others.worked.in.the.
schools,.and.so.on..So.if.I.was.a.domestic.violence.
guy,.and.in.my.beat.I.had.some.problem.involving.
trouble.in.a.school,.I.would.call.in.one.of.the.people.
who.was. trained. in.dealing.with.school.problems..
And.the.other.aspect.of.this.model.is.that.you.link.
the.acquisition.of.additional.skills.to.additional.pay,.
so.we.think.of.promotion.within.rank,.rather.than.
promotion.out.of.rank.

Dallas Chief David Brown:

It’s Time for Community Policing 2.0
I.think.there.has.been.a.paradigm.shift..Dr..Kelling.
and.Dr..Bayley.hit.the.nail.on.the.head.when.they.
said.that.if.we.revert.to.focusing.only.on.answering.
calls.for.service,.we.take.a.step.back.in.law.enforce-
ment..The.way.forward.is.to.be.more.efficient.and.
re-engage.the.community.in.new,.creative.ways.

For.example,.the.Dallas.PD.is.about.to.roll.out.
the.first.“Crime.Tip.Phone.App”.on.both.the.iPhone.
and. the. Droid.. The. idea. is. to. communicate. with.
citizens. through. the.media. that. they.are. comfort-
able.with..We.had.the.All-Star.Game.in.Dallas,.and.
LeBron. James.went. to.one.of.our. shopping.malls..
Within. 15. minutes,. 40,000. people. descended. on.
that.mall..They.heard.about.it.through.these.social.
media..So.we.know.that.members.of.our.commu-
nity.are.using.these.social.media.in.a.big.way,.and.
it’s.a.good.way.for.us.to.get. in.touch.with.them..I.
think.that.if.we.can.take.advantage.of.new.oppor-
tunities.like.this,.we.can.call.it.Community.Policing.
2.0..It’s.not.your.father’s.community.policing,.it’s.a.
new.way.to.engage.the.community.and.enlist.their.
help.with.public.safety.

I. also. want. to. emphasize. collaborative. efforts.
with.state.and.other.local.agencies.and.the.Feds.

You.know,.Dallas.is.getting.the.Super.Bowl.here.
in. February,. and. we’re. collaborating. with. a. lot. of.
people.on.that..But.on.day-to-day.crime.issues.and.
terrorism. issues,. we. have. territorial. wars. that. we.
can’t.overcome.sometimes..I.think.these.budgetary.
restraints. are. pushing. us. towards. collaboration. in.
order. to. be. effective. and. efficient. in. our. job.. And.
that’s.a.good.outcome,.I.think,.to.look.at.issues.more.
broadly..We.already.are.collaborating.with.DEA.and.
FBI.on.a.lot.of.things.and.committing.resources.to.
regional.task.forces,.which.allow.us.to.have.an.effect.
on.the.whole.region,.rather.just.our.city.

Dallas Chief 
David Brown
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Montgomery County, MD Chief Tom Manger:

We All Realize We Need to Move Forward 
with Fewer Resources
We.have. to. look. forward..We.can’t. just. sit.around.
and. complain. and. wish. things. were. the. way. they.
used.to.be.and.reminisce.about.how.much.success.
we.had.reducing.crime..I.think.we.all.need.to.accept.
the.challenge.that.we’ve.got. to.move.forward.here.
with.fewer.resources.than.we’ve.had..There.are.ways.
to.do.it;.we’ve.talked.about.a.lot.of.them.here..I.think.
this.meeting.is.very.valuable;.I’ve.got.about.10.pages.
of.notes..I.haven’t.yet.heard.anyone.here.throw.their.
hands.in.the.air.and.say,.“You.know.what,.I.give.up.”

Grand Rapids, Michigan Chief Kevin Belk: 

Focus on Your Community and  
Defining Your Mission
I.think.we’re.all.in.the.same.boat..There.are.no.easy.
answers;. it’s.going. to.be. in. the. incremental. things.
that.we.do.that.will.allow.us.more.forward..We.need.
to. focus. on. our. relationship. with. the. community.
and.defining.our.primary.mission..The.absence.of.
crime.is.what.we.ought.to.be.striving.for..The.spe-
cializations.that.we.often.get.involved.in.do.not.nec-
essarily.lead.us.to.that.end.

Minneapolis Chief Tim Dolan:

Using Officers to Best Advantage 
Can Make Them Happier and 
More Motivated 
Policing. is. always. in. a. time. of. change,. but. it. is.
clear. that. right. now. we’re. in. a. time. of. much. big-
ger.change..Our.criminologists.here.tell.us.that.we.
were. the. people. who. pushed. for. the. changes. that.
got.us.to.where.we.are.in.policing,.with.much.lower.
crime.and.other.positive.things..And.the.leadership.
that. we. have. in. this. room. will. be. what. pushes. us.
to.the.next.level..I.think.it’s.about.creating.a.sense.
of. value. for. our. officers. who. are. out. there. on. the.
street,. within. their. communities.. We’ve. got. some.
very. bright. officers.. We’re. all. hiring. a. very. intelli-
gent.corps.of.people,.and.they.want.to.be.more.gen-
eralist..They.want.to.get.involved.more.in.providing.
services..

Wexler: Isn’t this your challenge at this moment, 
when you’re having to cut wages and tell your offi-
cers that they need to do more, when morale is down, 
that somehow as leaders you have to keep your people 
motivated so you can show the community that you 
are providing good value?

Chief Dolan: We’re.doing.that,.Chuck,.as.you.
know,.on.domestic.assault..When.officers.respond.

Grand Rapids, MI 
Chief Kevin Belk

Lawrence, MA Chief 
John Romero
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to.those.calls,. they.interview.the.victim,.interview.
the.arrestee,.do.an.initial.statement.and.preliminary.
investigation,. provide. information. to. the. victim.
about.temporary.shelter.and.other.services,.and.all.
of.this.has.increased.our.prosecutions.tremendously.
and.reduced.domestic.assaults..And.the.officers.love.
it..It.makes.their.jobs.more.fulfilling..

Park Ridge, Illinois Chief Frank Kaminski:

Consult a Citizens Advisory Panel on 
Budget Cuts
For.me,.at.the.agency.I’m.in.now,.this.is.an.oppor-
tunity.. The. culture. of. the. agency. needed. to. be.
changed,.and.the.economic.crisis.is.an.opportunity.
to.look.at.the.efficiency.of.the.organization.

I.also.think.the.crisis.is.going.to.help.in.build-
ing.public.trust..When.I.started.to.see.budget.cuts.
coming,.the.mayor.and.I.put.together.a.chief ’s.advi-
sory.task.force,.with.representatives.throughout.the.
city..And.when.the.cuts.started.coming,.I.got.input.
from.the.citizens.and.from.this.group,.and.I.think.it.
helped.them.understand.the.situation.better..Even.
though. we’re. making. cuts,. people. have. a. better.
appreciation.of.the.department.and.I.think.it’s.help-
ing.to.build.trust.in.the.organization.for.the.future..
One.other.point.is.that.in.making.budget.cuts,.I.had.

to.eliminate.various.ranks,.so.there.are.new.people.
in.key.management. roles..And. it’s. an.opportunity.
for.them.to.develop.themselves.

NAPO Treasurer Sean Smoot: 

Have Honest Discussions with the Officers
I.think.the.big.thing.moving.forward.is.the.oppor-
tunity. for. thoughtful. and. deliberate. collaboration.
between.all.parties.that.are.involved..It.may.be.easy.
in.the.short.term.for.you.to.react.as.a.police.execu-
tive.to.a.budget.cut.by.saying,.“I’m.going.to.elimi-
nate.this.unit;.I’m.going.to.move.these.people.over.
there.”.But.it.may.not.be.the.right.decision.for.the.
department. in. the. long. term.. And. that’s. where. I.
think.collaboration.needs.to.come.in,.with.involve-
ment.by.the.line.officers.and.the.middle.managers..
Having.open,.honest.discussions.about.what’s.pos-
sible.will.produce.a.better.result.

Prince William County, VA Chief Charlie Deane:

Ask Your Residents What Is  
Important to Them 
This. is. a. fascinating. discussion;. it. seems. we. have.
many.common.issues..I.thought.my.budget.was.in.

Park Ridge, IL Chief 
Frank Kaminski

Prince William County, VA Chief and 
PERF Vice President Charlie Deane
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pretty.bad.shape,.but.now.I.feel.blessed.to.only.lose.
$2.million.out.of.a.$77-million.budget..

I. think. what. I. take. away. from. this. discussion.
is. that. we. as. chiefs. are. facing. a. significant. public.
education.challenge..And.that.means.educating.our.
employees,.our.elected.and.appointed.leaders,.and.
also.our.community.at.large..

For. example,. I. think. it’s. important. that. we.
explain.the.fact.that.crime.statistics.not.only.don’t.
measure.everything.we.do,.they.don’t.even.measure.
crime. very. well.. Think. of. what’s. outside. the. UCR.
data—computer. crimes. and. identity. theft. and. the.
list.seems.to.grow.each.day..

I. think. about. my. community’s. expectations..
When.we.have.a.child.missing.or.a.child.abuse.case,.
we.send.everything.that.we.have,.because.if.we.fail,.
our.community.doesn’t.get.over.it.for.a.long.time..
So.our.challenge. is. to.have. the.public.understand.
our. challenges. and. that. it. takes. resources. to. meet.
their.expectations.

As.we.talk.about.what.we.do.as.police,.we.have.
to.do.a.better.job.of.listening.to.what.members.of.
the.community.think.is.important..And.we.need.to.
let.them.help.us.decide.what.we.should.continue.to.
do.
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About.the.Police.Executive
Research.Forum

The. Police. Executive. Research. Forum.
(PERF). is. a. professional. organization. of. progres-
sive. chief. executives. of. city,. county. and. state. law.
enforcement. agencies. who. collectively. serve. more.
than.50.percent.of.the.U.S..population..In.addition,.
PERF. has. established. formal. relationships. with.
international.police.executives.and.law.enforcement.
organizations.from.around.the.globe..Membership.
includes. police. chiefs,. superintendents,. sheriffs,.
state.police.directors,.university.police.chiefs,.public.
safety.directors,.and.other.law.enforcement.profes-
sionals..Established. in.1976.as.a.nonprofit.organi-
zation,. PERF. is. unique. in. its. commitment. to. the.
application.of.research. in.policing.and.the. impor-
tance.of.higher.education.for.police.executives.

PERF. has. developed. and. published. some. of.
the. leading. literature. in. the. law.enforcement.field..
A.series.of. reports. in. the.“Critical. Issues. in.Polic-
ing”. series—A Gathering Storm—Violent Crime in 
America; 24 Months of Alarming Trends;.and.Violent 
Crime in America: A Tale of Two Cities—provides.
in-depth.analysis.of.the.extent.and.nature.of.violent.
crime.and.countermeasures.that.have.been.under-
taken. by. police.. In. its. 2009. book. Leadership Mat-
ters: Police Chiefs Talk About Their Careers, PERF.
interviewed.25.experienced.police.chiefs.about.their.
strategies.for.succeeding.as.chiefs.and.working.well.

with.their.mayors,.their.officers,.and.their.communi-
ties..PERF.also.explored.police.management.issues.
in.“Good to Great” Policing: Application of Business 
Management Principles in the Public Sector.. And.
PERF.produced.a.landmark.study.of.the.controver-
sial. immigration. issue. in.Police Chiefs and Sheriffs 
Speak Out on Local Immigration Enforcement..PERF.
also.released.Exploring the Challenges of Police Use 
of Force and Police Management of Mass Demonstra-
tions: Identifying Issues and Successful Approaches, 
which.serve.as.practical.guides.to.help.police.leaders.
make.more.informed.decisions..Other.publications.
include.Managing a Multijurisdictional Case: Identi-
fying Lessons Learned from the Sniper Investigation.
(2004). and. Community Policing: The Past, Present 
and Future. (2004).. Other. PERF. titles. include. the.
only. authoritative. work. on. racial. profiling,. Racial 
Profiling: A Principled Response. (2001);. Recogniz-
ing Value in Policing.(2002);.The Police Response to 
Mental Illness.(2002);.Citizen Review Resource Man-
ual.(1995);.Managing Innovation in Policing.(1995);.
Crime Analysis Through Computer Mapping.(1995);.
And Justice For All: Understanding and Controlling 
Police Use of Deadly Force.(1995);.Why Police Orga-
nizations Change: A Study of Community-Oriented 
Policing. (1996);. and. Police Antidrug Tactics: New 
Approaches and Applications.(1996)..

To learn more about PERF, visit www.policeforum.org.

We provide progress in policing.
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About.Motorola.and.the
Motorola.Foundation

Motorola. is. known. around. the. world.
for. innovation. in. communications.. The. company.
develops. technologies,. products. and. services. that.
make. mobile. experiences. possible.. Its. portfolio.
includes.communications.infrastructure,.enterprise.
mobility.solutions,.digital.set-tops,.cable.modems,.
mobile.devices.and.Bluetooth.accessories..Motorola.
is. committed. to. delivering. next. generation. com-
munication. solutions. to. people,. businesses. and.
governments..A.Fortune.100.company.with.global.
presence. and. impact,. Motorola. had. sales. of. $36.6.
billion.in.2007..

Today,. Motorola. comprises. three. business.
units:.Enterprise.Mobility.Solutions,.Home.&.Net-
works.Mobility,.and.Mobile.Devices.

Enterprise.Mobility.Solutions.includes.the.mis-
sion-critical. communications. offered. by. our. gov-
ernment.and.public.safety.sectors.and.our.enterprise.
mobility.business,.including.analog.and.digital.two-
way.radio.as.well.as.voice.and.data.communications.
products. and. systems.. Motorola. delivers. mobile.
computing,. advanced. data. capture,. wireless. infra-
structure.and.RFID.solutions.not.only.to.clients.in.
the.public.sector,.but.also.to.retail,.manufacturing,.
wholesale.distribution,.healthcare,.travel.and.trans-
portation.customers.worldwide..

Home. &. Networks. Mobility. provides. inte-
grated,. end-to-end. systems. that. seamlessly. and.

reliably. enable. uninterrupted. access. to. digital.
entertainment,. information. and. communications.
services.over.a.variety.of.wired.and.wireless. solu-
tions..Motorola.provides.digital.video.system.solu-
tions.and.interactive.set-top.devices,.voice.and.data.
modems. for. digital. subscriber. line. and. cable. net-
works,. and. broadband. access. systems. (including.
cellular.infrastructure.systems).for.cable.and.satel-
lite.television.operators,.wireline.carriers.and.wire-
less.service.providers.

Mobile.Devices.has.transformed.the.cell.phone.
into. an. icon. of. personal. technology—an. integral.
part. of. daily. communications,. data. management.
and. mobile. entertainment.. Motorola. offers. inno-
vative.product.handset.and.accessory.designs. that.
deliver. “must. have”. experiences,. such. as. mobile.
music. and. video—enabling. seamless. connectivity.
at.work.or.at.play..

The. Motorola. Foundation. is. the. independent.
charitable.and.philanthropic.arm.of.Motorola..With.
employees. located. around. the. globe,. Motorola.
seeks. to. benefit. the. communities. where. it. oper-
ates..The.company.achieves.this.by.making.strategic.
grants,.forging.strong.community.partnerships,.fos-
tering. innovation. and. engaging. stakeholders.. The.
Motorola. Foundation. focuses. its. funding. on. edu-
cation,. especially. science,. technology,. engineering.
and.math.programming.

For more information go to www.motorola.com.
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